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Figure 1
Distribution of broad-band galaxy properties in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. The diagonal panels show the distribution of four
properties independently: absolute magnitude Mr , g ! r color, Sérsic index n, and half-light radius r50. A bimodal distribution in g ! r
is apparent. The off-diagonal panels show the bivariate distribution of each pair of properties, revealing the complex relationships
among them. The grayscale and contours reflect the number of galaxies in each bin (darker means larger number).

star-formation history (Section 3.5) and the dust reddening in the galaxy (Section 3.6). As galaxy
mass increases, the change in color reflects both the increased reddening due to dust and the
decreased fraction of recent star formation (related to an increased importance of red central
bulges; Section 3.3). The strong dependence on recent star-formation history translates into the
large range of colors on the blue sequence. As one might expect given this trend, at high masses
the atomic and molecular gas fractions are low (Section 3.4), whereas the metallicities are high
(Section 3.7).

Red galaxies have (generally) little recent star formation, and their color is weakly related to
both mean stellar age and to metallicity, both of which rise with mass (Section 5.7). Because the
dependence of color on these properties is weak relative to their intrinsic variation, there is a small
range of red galaxy colors in Figure 1. Although their old stellar age is related to their relatively
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Evolution to z = 1 from deep (optical) surveys

• COMBO-17 (Bell et al. 2004)                       
DEEP2 (Willmer et al. 2006; Faber et al. 2007)                                                  
NOAO DWFS (Brown et al. 2007)

• Bimodal galaxy distribution to at least           
z = 1

• Mild color evolution, consistent with 
passive evolution

• Red/blue luminosity functions:
‣ Mass buildup by a factor of ~2 in red 

galaxies since z = 1                                        
(Bell et al. 2004, Faber et al. 2007)

Bell et al. (2004a)

account for the fact that the galaxies withMV ! 5 log h " !20
at redshift 1 are from a different, bluer part of the CMR. The
evolution of the model colors is insensitive to the choice of
stellar initial mass function (IMF), for which we adopt the
Salpeter (1955) parameterization. We show also the color of
the CMR intercept from two local samples. The color intercept
of morphologically classified early-type galaxies in the A754
galaxy cluster is shown by the naked error bars (McIntosh et al.
2004). This color intercept is consistent with early-type gal-
axies from a wide range of environments from the Nearby

Field Galaxy Survey (Jansen et al. 2000; McIntosh et al. 2004).
The U!V CMR intercept synthesized from SDSS Early Data
Release (EDR; Stoughton et al. 2002) u-, g-, and r-band data is
shown by the diamond with error bars, which is offset from
zero redshift for clarity. The SDSS EDR sample is discussed
in the Appendix.
The color evolution of the COMBO-17 CMR intercept

(the hU!V i at MV ! 5 log h " !20) is consistent with the ex-
pectations of passive evolution of ancient stellar popula-
tions. However, the COMBO-17 points do seem slightly high

Fig. 1.—Rest-frame U!V color of #25,000 galaxies against the absolute magnitude in V band, MV ! 5 log h. We show the distribution of galaxies in nine
different redshift bins. A fit to the color-magnitude relation of red-sequence galaxies with a fixed slope of !0.08 is shown by the solid line, and the Butcher-Oemler–
style cut between red and blue galaxies is shown by the dashed line parallel to the early-type galaxy CMR (see x 5). The sloping cutoff in the distribution of galaxies
at the faint end is due to the mRP24 mag limit of the survey. This cutoff cannot be exactly depicted because of the color dependence in completeness and the varying
transformation between observed R-band magnitude and rest-frame V-band magnitude; nevertheless, the dotted gray line shows very schematically the rough
completeness limit. The lines with crosses show the colors and magnitudes of model galaxies with truncated SFHs at constant stellar mass, described in more detail
in x 6.4. Representative error bars are shown. For reference, we show a reddening vector from Calzetti et al. (2000), assuming AV " 1 mag; a Milky Way extinction
curve gives the same vector. Shown in the insets is the color distribution of the red peak at each redshift (with the slope of the CMR taken out); the dashed line
indicates the position of the biweight mean that we adopt as the CMR ridgeline, and the dotted lines show the biweight ! that we adopt as the CMR red sequence’s
scatter.
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Evolution to z = 1 from deep (optical) surveys
L12 BELL ET AL. Vol. 600

Fig. 1.—Morphological types of galaxies as a function of their rest-frame V-band absolute magnitude and U!V color over the last half of cosmic history.
(a) Colors and magnitudes of 1500 morphologically classified local universe galaxies from the SDSS are shown. Blue open circles denote morphologically classified
late-type galaxies ( ), whereas red solid symbols show early types ( ; see, e.g., Strateva et al. 2001 and Blanton et al. 2003, for more discussion ofc ! 2.6 c ! 2.6r r

as a morphological indicator). The red line shows a fit to the red sequence and the blue line the adopted cut between red and blue galaxies. U!V colors andcr
-values were synthesized using the observed ugr magnitudes for a apparent magnitude-limited sample, from which galaxies were randomly drawnM 14 ! r ! 16.5V

weighted by to approximate a volume-limited sample of galaxies. Only galaxies with were chosen to approximate the magnitude limit1/V M ! 5 log h ! !18max V

of the sample of 1492 COMBO-17 galaxies. (b) Morphologies of GEMS galaxies, using the Sérsic n-parameter as the morphologicalz p 0.7 0.65 " z " 0.75
classifier, are shown. Filled red circles denote early-type galaxies with and open blue circles late-types with . Black plus signs denote galaxies thatn ! 2.5 n ! 2.5
were not successfully fitted by either GALFIT or GIM2D. Solid lines denote fits to the red sequence (red) and the adopted separation between red and blue
galaxies (blue), as in (a). The inset panel shows the n-distributions of the visually classified E/S0 galaxies (red), Sb–Sdm galaxies (blue), and Sa galaxies (yellow).
A cut at clearly separates early- and late-type galaxies with 80% reliability and less than 25% contamination. The inclusion of Sa galaxies in either ofn p 2.5
the late- or early-type galaxy bins does not significantly affect this conclusion. (c) Visual classifications of the GEMS galaxies are shown. Red circlesz # 0.7
denote visually classified E/S0 galaxies, green ellipses denote Sa–Sm galaxies, blue stars denote peculiar/strong interaction galaxies, and purple circles denote
irregular/weak interaction and compact galaxies. We also show color postage stamps of red-sequence galaxies: the top three lines are visually classified as E or
S0 (where we show an unrepresentatively large fraction of E/S0 galaxies with substructure), the next two lines are classified as Sa–Sm, and the final line of
galaxies are classified as peculiar/strong interaction. Postage stamps are 6! square, corresponding to 35 kpc in the adopted cosmology.

Bell et al. (2004b)

The morphological distribution at z=0.7 looks 
quite similar to that at z=0.

SDSS, z = 0 GEMS, 0.65 < z < 0.75



Half of the star formation in the universe 
takes place between 1 < z < 3

see unmodeled curvature in the QLF and possibly host galaxy
contamination).

A more appropriate measure of the improvement of the fit is
the amount bywhich the quantity that is beingminimized changes.
A 1 ! change in a single variable will change the ML parameter
by unity, whereas our change of parameterization reduces the
value by 102; thus, the added complexity in the parameterization is
justified.

Finally, we reiterate the point made by Wisotzki (2000) that the
measured slope is sensitive to the extrapolation of theK-correction.
The K-corrections normalized to z ! 0 and using a fixed spectral
index cause the slope of the high-redshift QLF to appear steeper
than it should, since the presumed absolutemagnitude distribution
is narrower than the true distribution. Our use of a z ! 2 normal-
ized K-correction helps to alleviate this problem and highlights
the slope change at high redshift. Gravitational lensing can also
change the observed slope of the high-redshift QLF (Schneider
et al. 1992); however, Richards et al. (2004b, 2006) have used
Hubble Space Telescope imaging of z > 4 SDSS quasars to put
limits on this effect.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the most interesting results to come out of recent AGN
surveys is the evidence in favor of ‘‘cosmic downsizing,’’ wherein
the peak of AGN activity occurs at higher redshifts for more lu-
minous objects than less luminous objects (Cowie et al. 2003;
Ueda et al. 2003; Merloni 2004; Barger et al. 2005). Comparison
of X-ray, infrared, and optical surveys requires careful consider-
ation of the fact that many groups find that the ratio of obscured
(type 2) to unobscured (type 1) AGNs is inversely correlated with
AGN luminosity (e.g., Lawrence 1991; Ueda et al. 2003; Hao

et al. 2005a; but see Treister &Urry 2005). Ignoring this effect and
examining the most uniform luminous sample that we can form
over the largest redshift range (Mi < "27:6), Figure 20 shows
that the peak in type 1 quasar activity occurs between z ! 2:2 and
2.8. Unfortunately, this redshift range is the least sensitive in the
SDSS and subject to large error (see Fig. 9). A substantial ob-
serving campaign for z # 2:5 quasars that are buried in the stellar
locus (i.e., a sample with close to unity selection function in this
redshift region) is needed to resolve this issue. To this end Chiu
(2004) and Jiang et al. (2006) describe complete (i.e., not sparsely
sampled) surveys of quasars in the mid-z range to address this
problem. In addition, near-infrared selected samples such as can
be obtained from Spitzer Space Telescope photometry should be
able to better isolate the peak redshift of luminous type 1 quasars
(Brown et al. 2006).
Our most interesting result is the flattening of the slope of the

QLF with increasing redshift. This flattening has been demon-
strated before using small samples of high-z quasars (Schmidt
et al. 1995; Fan et al. 2001), but never so robustly and over such a
large redshift range as with these data. While there is little over-
lap in luminosity between the lowest and highest redshift data
(deeper surveys at high redshift are clearly needed), previous
constraints on the QLF and the presumption that the QLF will be
well-behaved outside of the regions explored (e.g., that the slope
does not get steeper for faint high-redshift quasars) suggests that
the slope change is due to redshift and not luminosity. Small area
samples such as the most sensitive hard X-ray surveys (Ueda
et al. 2003; Barger et al. 2005) and the COMBO-17 survey (Wolf
et al. 2003) primarily probe the low-luminosity end of the QLF,
where the slope is flatter; thus, it is not surprising that they sys-
tematically find flatter slopes (see Fig. 19). Our confirmation of
the flattening of the high-redshift slope has significant conse-
quences in terms of our understanding of the formation and evo-
lution of active galaxies, particularly in light of the popularity of
recent models invoking kinetic and radiative AGN feedback in

Fig. 20.—Integrated i-band luminosity function to Mi(z ! 2) ! "27:6. The
solid black line is from 2QZ (Boyle et al. 2000). The squares are from the binned
SDSS DR3 QLF. The green and blue lines are from the fixed slope and variable
high-redshift slope ML parameterizations of the SDSS DR3 QLF, respectively.
The dashed and dotted lines are from Fan et al. (2001; Fan+01 ) and Schmidt
et al. (1995; SSG95). The z # 6 point from Fan et al. (2004;Fan+04 ), converted
to our units and cosmology, is shown by the circle. We caution that our ML fits
should not be used beyond z ! 5, as they are cubic fits and quickly diverge
beyond the limits of our data.

Fig. 21.—Slope of the binned QLF as a function of redshift determined from
a linear least-squares fit to the (complete)Mi(z ! 2) < "25 points. The slope of
the luminosity function significantly flattens with redshift at z > 3 (the seem-
ingly discrepant point at z ! 4:75 was determined from only three luminosity
bins and has a large uncertainty). The dashed line shows the best-fit constant
slope for z $ 2:4 and the best-fit redshift-dependent slope for z > 2:4.

RICHARDS ET AL.2784 Vol. 131Richards et al. 2006et al. (2006). A parallel set of assumptions to step (2) regarding
the generation of SNe Ia lead to predictions for the SN Ia rate
density, and this is explored in some detail with tantalizing im-
plications regarding the extent of the SN Ia delay time.

In x 2 we update the SFH data compilation of Hopkins (2004)
and address some of the assumptions that affect the normalization.
We identify the best parametric fit to the most robust subset of this
data in x 3, consistent with the !e limits fromSK. In x 4we present
the results of this fitting in terms of the stellar and metal mass
density evolution and the SN II and SN Ia rate evolution. The im-
plications for the assumed IMF and SN Ia properties are discussed
further in x 5.

The 737 cosmology4 is assumed throughout, with H0 !
70 km s"1 Mpc"1, !M ! 0:3, and !" ! 0:7 (e.g., Spergel et al.
2003).

2. THE DATA

The compilation of Hopkins (2004) was taken as the starting
point for this analysis, shown in Figure 1 as gray points. These
data are reproduced from Figure 1 of Hopkins (2004) and use
their ‘‘common’’ obscuration correction where necessary. Ad-
ditional measurements are indicated in color in Figure 1. For
z P 3, these consist of FIR (24 "m) photometry from the Spitzer
Space Telescope (Pérez-González et al. 2005; Le Floc’h et al.
2005) and UVmeasurements from the SDSS (Baldry et al. 2005),
GALEX (Arnouts et al. 2005; Schiminovich 2005), and the
COMBO17 project (Wolf et al. 2003). At z ! 0:05, a new radio
(1.4 GHz) measurement is shown (Mauch 2005), which is highly
consistent with the FIR results, as expected from the radio-FIR
correlation (Bell 2003a). Also at low redshift (z ! 0:01) is a new
H#-derived measurement (Hanish et al. 2006). At higher red-
shifts, additional SFHmeasurements come from the Hubble Ultra
Deep Field (UDF; Thompson et al. 2006) and from various pho-
tometric dropout analyses, probing rest-frame UV luminosities
(Bouwens et al. 2003a, 2003b, 2006; Ouchi et al. 2004; Bunker
et al. 2004). The UDFmeasurements of Thompson et al. (2006)
are derived through fitting spectral energy distributions to the
UDF photometry using a variety of templates with a range of
underlying assumptions. In particular, this includes different IMF
assumptions for different templates. Although we show these
measurements in Figure 1 for illustrative purposes (having scaled
them, assuming they were uniformly estimated using a Salpeter
1955 IMF), we do not include them in subsequent analyses, as
there is no clear process for scaling these measurements to our as-
sumed IMFs in the absence of a commonoriginal IMF assumption.

2.1. SFR Calibrations

Throughout we assume the same SFR calibrations as Hopkins
(2004). Uncertainties in the calibrations for different SFR indi-
cators will correspond to uncertainties in the resulting SFH nor-
malization for that indicator. Issues regarding SFR calibrations
are detailed in Moustakas et al. (2006), Kennicutt (1998), and
Condon (1992). Perhaps the most uncertain calibrations are the
radio (1.4 GHz) and FIR indicators (although the [O ii] indicator
has a similar level of uncertainty). For FIR SFRs, Kennicutt
(1998) indicates a variation of about 30% between calibrations
in the literature. Bell (2003a) refines the 1.4 GHz calibration
of Condon (1992), following an exploration of the origins of the
radio-FIR correlation, and the implication is that the radio SFR
calibration has about the same uncertainty as the FIR, assuming

no contamination by emission from an active galactic nucleus
(AGN). More significantly, however, for individual galaxies
there can be large differences, up to an order of magnitude, in the
SFRs inferred through different indicators (e.g., Hopkins et al.
2003), although on average for large samples there is a high level
of consistency. This is reflected in the overall consistency be-
tween SFR densities, $̇#, estimated from different indicators, with
at most about a factor of 2 or 3 variation (which also includes
the uncertainty in dust obscuration corrections, where relevant).
This scatter is still notably larger than the uncertainties in in-
dividual SFR calibrations and is suggestive of the overall level
of systematic uncertainty in the individual calibrations. It is likely
that this reflects subtleties such as low-level AGN contamination
in various samples, the difficulties with aperture corrections where
necessary, dust obscuration uncertainties (discussed further be-
low), and other issues. It is for these reasons that we neglect the
details of the underlying SFR calibrations, as their small formal
uncertainties are dominated by these larger systematics. Fur-
thermore, the effect of these systematics between different SFR
indicators acts to increase the scatter in the overall SFH compi-
lation, rather than to systematically shift all measurements in
a common direction. So even the factor of 2Y3 variation here
cannot be viewed precisely as an uncertainty on the SFH nor-
malization. In this sense, the level of consistency between $̇#
measurements using dramatically different samples and SFR in-
dicators, over the whole redshift range up to z $ 6, is actually
quite encouraging.

2.2. Dust Obscuration Corrections

The issue of dust corrections is complex and has been ad-
dressed by many authors (e.g., Buat et al. 2002, 2005; Bell
2003b; Calzetti 2001). Hopkins (2004) compared assumptions4 Thanks to Sandhya Rao (Rao et al. 2006) for this terminology.

Fig. 1.—Evolution of SFR density with redshift. Data shown here have been
scaled, assuming the SalA IMF. The gray points are from the compilation of
Hopkins (2004). The hatched region is the FIR (24 "m) SFH from Le Floc’h
et al. (2005). The green triangles are FIR (24 "m) data from Pérez-González et al.
(2005). The open red star at z ! 0:05 is based on radio (1.4 GHz) data from
Mauch (2005). The filled red circle at z ! 0:01 is the H# estimate from Hanish
et al. (2006). The blue squares are UV data from Baldry et al. (2005), Wolf et al.
(2003), Arnouts et al. (2005), Bouwens et al. (2003a, 2003b, 2005a), Bunker et al.
(2004), and Ouchi et al. (2004). The blue crosses are the UDF estimates from
Thompson et al. (2006). Note that these have been scaled to the SalA IMF,
assuming they were originally estimated using a uniform Salpeter (1955) IMF.
The solid lines are the best-fitting parametric forms (see text for details of which
data are used in the fitting). Although the FIR SFHof Le Floc’h et al. (2005) is not
used directly in the fitting, it has been used to effectively obscuration-correct the
UV data to the values shown, which are used in the fitting. Note that the top
logarithmic scale is labeled with redshift values, not (1% z).
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Half of the star formation in the universe 
takes place between 1 < z < 3

see unmodeled curvature in the QLF and possibly host galaxy
contamination).

A more appropriate measure of the improvement of the fit is
the amount bywhich the quantity that is beingminimized changes.
A 1 ! change in a single variable will change the ML parameter
by unity, whereas our change of parameterization reduces the
value by 102; thus, the added complexity in the parameterization is
justified.

Finally, we reiterate the point made by Wisotzki (2000) that the
measured slope is sensitive to the extrapolation of theK-correction.
The K-corrections normalized to z ! 0 and using a fixed spectral
index cause the slope of the high-redshift QLF to appear steeper
than it should, since the presumed absolutemagnitude distribution
is narrower than the true distribution. Our use of a z ! 2 normal-
ized K-correction helps to alleviate this problem and highlights
the slope change at high redshift. Gravitational lensing can also
change the observed slope of the high-redshift QLF (Schneider
et al. 1992); however, Richards et al. (2004b, 2006) have used
Hubble Space Telescope imaging of z > 4 SDSS quasars to put
limits on this effect.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the most interesting results to come out of recent AGN
surveys is the evidence in favor of ‘‘cosmic downsizing,’’ wherein
the peak of AGN activity occurs at higher redshifts for more lu-
minous objects than less luminous objects (Cowie et al. 2003;
Ueda et al. 2003; Merloni 2004; Barger et al. 2005). Comparison
of X-ray, infrared, and optical surveys requires careful consider-
ation of the fact that many groups find that the ratio of obscured
(type 2) to unobscured (type 1) AGNs is inversely correlated with
AGN luminosity (e.g., Lawrence 1991; Ueda et al. 2003; Hao

et al. 2005a; but see Treister &Urry 2005). Ignoring this effect and
examining the most uniform luminous sample that we can form
over the largest redshift range (Mi < "27:6), Figure 20 shows
that the peak in type 1 quasar activity occurs between z ! 2:2 and
2.8. Unfortunately, this redshift range is the least sensitive in the
SDSS and subject to large error (see Fig. 9). A substantial ob-
serving campaign for z # 2:5 quasars that are buried in the stellar
locus (i.e., a sample with close to unity selection function in this
redshift region) is needed to resolve this issue. To this end Chiu
(2004) and Jiang et al. (2006) describe complete (i.e., not sparsely
sampled) surveys of quasars in the mid-z range to address this
problem. In addition, near-infrared selected samples such as can
be obtained from Spitzer Space Telescope photometry should be
able to better isolate the peak redshift of luminous type 1 quasars
(Brown et al. 2006).
Our most interesting result is the flattening of the slope of the

QLF with increasing redshift. This flattening has been demon-
strated before using small samples of high-z quasars (Schmidt
et al. 1995; Fan et al. 2001), but never so robustly and over such a
large redshift range as with these data. While there is little over-
lap in luminosity between the lowest and highest redshift data
(deeper surveys at high redshift are clearly needed), previous
constraints on the QLF and the presumption that the QLF will be
well-behaved outside of the regions explored (e.g., that the slope
does not get steeper for faint high-redshift quasars) suggests that
the slope change is due to redshift and not luminosity. Small area
samples such as the most sensitive hard X-ray surveys (Ueda
et al. 2003; Barger et al. 2005) and the COMBO-17 survey (Wolf
et al. 2003) primarily probe the low-luminosity end of the QLF,
where the slope is flatter; thus, it is not surprising that they sys-
tematically find flatter slopes (see Fig. 19). Our confirmation of
the flattening of the high-redshift slope has significant conse-
quences in terms of our understanding of the formation and evo-
lution of active galaxies, particularly in light of the popularity of
recent models invoking kinetic and radiative AGN feedback in

Fig. 20.—Integrated i-band luminosity function to Mi(z ! 2) ! "27:6. The
solid black line is from 2QZ (Boyle et al. 2000). The squares are from the binned
SDSS DR3 QLF. The green and blue lines are from the fixed slope and variable
high-redshift slope ML parameterizations of the SDSS DR3 QLF, respectively.
The dashed and dotted lines are from Fan et al. (2001; Fan+01 ) and Schmidt
et al. (1995; SSG95). The z # 6 point from Fan et al. (2004;Fan+04 ), converted
to our units and cosmology, is shown by the circle. We caution that our ML fits
should not be used beyond z ! 5, as they are cubic fits and quickly diverge
beyond the limits of our data.

Fig. 21.—Slope of the binned QLF as a function of redshift determined from
a linear least-squares fit to the (complete)Mi(z ! 2) < "25 points. The slope of
the luminosity function significantly flattens with redshift at z > 3 (the seem-
ingly discrepant point at z ! 4:75 was determined from only three luminosity
bins and has a large uncertainty). The dashed line shows the best-fit constant
slope for z $ 2:4 and the best-fit redshift-dependent slope for z > 2:4.

RICHARDS ET AL.2784 Vol. 131Richards et al. 2006et al. (2006). A parallel set of assumptions to step (2) regarding
the generation of SNe Ia lead to predictions for the SN Ia rate
density, and this is explored in some detail with tantalizing im-
plications regarding the extent of the SN Ia delay time.

In x 2 we update the SFH data compilation of Hopkins (2004)
and address some of the assumptions that affect the normalization.
We identify the best parametric fit to the most robust subset of this
data in x 3, consistent with the !e limits fromSK. In x 4we present
the results of this fitting in terms of the stellar and metal mass
density evolution and the SN II and SN Ia rate evolution. The im-
plications for the assumed IMF and SN Ia properties are discussed
further in x 5.

The 737 cosmology4 is assumed throughout, with H0 !
70 km s"1 Mpc"1, !M ! 0:3, and !" ! 0:7 (e.g., Spergel et al.
2003).

2. THE DATA

The compilation of Hopkins (2004) was taken as the starting
point for this analysis, shown in Figure 1 as gray points. These
data are reproduced from Figure 1 of Hopkins (2004) and use
their ‘‘common’’ obscuration correction where necessary. Ad-
ditional measurements are indicated in color in Figure 1. For
z P 3, these consist of FIR (24 "m) photometry from the Spitzer
Space Telescope (Pérez-González et al. 2005; Le Floc’h et al.
2005) and UVmeasurements from the SDSS (Baldry et al. 2005),
GALEX (Arnouts et al. 2005; Schiminovich 2005), and the
COMBO17 project (Wolf et al. 2003). At z ! 0:05, a new radio
(1.4 GHz) measurement is shown (Mauch 2005), which is highly
consistent with the FIR results, as expected from the radio-FIR
correlation (Bell 2003a). Also at low redshift (z ! 0:01) is a new
H#-derived measurement (Hanish et al. 2006). At higher red-
shifts, additional SFHmeasurements come from the Hubble Ultra
Deep Field (UDF; Thompson et al. 2006) and from various pho-
tometric dropout analyses, probing rest-frame UV luminosities
(Bouwens et al. 2003a, 2003b, 2006; Ouchi et al. 2004; Bunker
et al. 2004). The UDFmeasurements of Thompson et al. (2006)
are derived through fitting spectral energy distributions to the
UDF photometry using a variety of templates with a range of
underlying assumptions. In particular, this includes different IMF
assumptions for different templates. Although we show these
measurements in Figure 1 for illustrative purposes (having scaled
them, assuming they were uniformly estimated using a Salpeter
1955 IMF), we do not include them in subsequent analyses, as
there is no clear process for scaling these measurements to our as-
sumed IMFs in the absence of a commonoriginal IMF assumption.

2.1. SFR Calibrations

Throughout we assume the same SFR calibrations as Hopkins
(2004). Uncertainties in the calibrations for different SFR indi-
cators will correspond to uncertainties in the resulting SFH nor-
malization for that indicator. Issues regarding SFR calibrations
are detailed in Moustakas et al. (2006), Kennicutt (1998), and
Condon (1992). Perhaps the most uncertain calibrations are the
radio (1.4 GHz) and FIR indicators (although the [O ii] indicator
has a similar level of uncertainty). For FIR SFRs, Kennicutt
(1998) indicates a variation of about 30% between calibrations
in the literature. Bell (2003a) refines the 1.4 GHz calibration
of Condon (1992), following an exploration of the origins of the
radio-FIR correlation, and the implication is that the radio SFR
calibration has about the same uncertainty as the FIR, assuming

no contamination by emission from an active galactic nucleus
(AGN). More significantly, however, for individual galaxies
there can be large differences, up to an order of magnitude, in the
SFRs inferred through different indicators (e.g., Hopkins et al.
2003), although on average for large samples there is a high level
of consistency. This is reflected in the overall consistency be-
tween SFR densities, $̇#, estimated from different indicators, with
at most about a factor of 2 or 3 variation (which also includes
the uncertainty in dust obscuration corrections, where relevant).
This scatter is still notably larger than the uncertainties in in-
dividual SFR calibrations and is suggestive of the overall level
of systematic uncertainty in the individual calibrations. It is likely
that this reflects subtleties such as low-level AGN contamination
in various samples, the difficulties with aperture corrections where
necessary, dust obscuration uncertainties (discussed further be-
low), and other issues. It is for these reasons that we neglect the
details of the underlying SFR calibrations, as their small formal
uncertainties are dominated by these larger systematics. Fur-
thermore, the effect of these systematics between different SFR
indicators acts to increase the scatter in the overall SFH compi-
lation, rather than to systematically shift all measurements in
a common direction. So even the factor of 2Y3 variation here
cannot be viewed precisely as an uncertainty on the SFH nor-
malization. In this sense, the level of consistency between $̇#
measurements using dramatically different samples and SFR in-
dicators, over the whole redshift range up to z $ 6, is actually
quite encouraging.

2.2. Dust Obscuration Corrections

The issue of dust corrections is complex and has been ad-
dressed by many authors (e.g., Buat et al. 2002, 2005; Bell
2003b; Calzetti 2001). Hopkins (2004) compared assumptions4 Thanks to Sandhya Rao (Rao et al. 2006) for this terminology.

Fig. 1.—Evolution of SFR density with redshift. Data shown here have been
scaled, assuming the SalA IMF. The gray points are from the compilation of
Hopkins (2004). The hatched region is the FIR (24 "m) SFH from Le Floc’h
et al. (2005). The green triangles are FIR (24 "m) data from Pérez-González et al.
(2005). The open red star at z ! 0:05 is based on radio (1.4 GHz) data from
Mauch (2005). The filled red circle at z ! 0:01 is the H# estimate from Hanish
et al. (2006). The blue squares are UV data from Baldry et al. (2005), Wolf et al.
(2003), Arnouts et al. (2005), Bouwens et al. (2003a, 2003b, 2005a), Bunker et al.
(2004), and Ouchi et al. (2004). The blue crosses are the UDF estimates from
Thompson et al. (2006). Note that these have been scaled to the SalA IMF,
assuming they were originally estimated using a uniform Salpeter (1955) IMF.
The solid lines are the best-fitting parametric forms (see text for details of which
data are used in the fitting). Although the FIR SFHof Le Floc’h et al. (2005) is not
used directly in the fitting, it has been used to effectively obscuration-correct the
UV data to the values shown, which are used in the fitting. Note that the top
logarithmic scale is labeled with redshift values, not (1% z).
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see unmodeled curvature in the QLF and possibly host galaxy
contamination).

A more appropriate measure of the improvement of the fit is
the amount bywhich the quantity that is beingminimized changes.
A 1 ! change in a single variable will change the ML parameter
by unity, whereas our change of parameterization reduces the
value by 102; thus, the added complexity in the parameterization is
justified.

Finally, we reiterate the point made by Wisotzki (2000) that the
measured slope is sensitive to the extrapolation of theK-correction.
The K-corrections normalized to z ! 0 and using a fixed spectral
index cause the slope of the high-redshift QLF to appear steeper
than it should, since the presumed absolutemagnitude distribution
is narrower than the true distribution. Our use of a z ! 2 normal-
ized K-correction helps to alleviate this problem and highlights
the slope change at high redshift. Gravitational lensing can also
change the observed slope of the high-redshift QLF (Schneider
et al. 1992); however, Richards et al. (2004b, 2006) have used
Hubble Space Telescope imaging of z > 4 SDSS quasars to put
limits on this effect.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the most interesting results to come out of recent AGN
surveys is the evidence in favor of ‘‘cosmic downsizing,’’ wherein
the peak of AGN activity occurs at higher redshifts for more lu-
minous objects than less luminous objects (Cowie et al. 2003;
Ueda et al. 2003; Merloni 2004; Barger et al. 2005). Comparison
of X-ray, infrared, and optical surveys requires careful consider-
ation of the fact that many groups find that the ratio of obscured
(type 2) to unobscured (type 1) AGNs is inversely correlated with
AGN luminosity (e.g., Lawrence 1991; Ueda et al. 2003; Hao

et al. 2005a; but see Treister &Urry 2005). Ignoring this effect and
examining the most uniform luminous sample that we can form
over the largest redshift range (Mi < "27:6), Figure 20 shows
that the peak in type 1 quasar activity occurs between z ! 2:2 and
2.8. Unfortunately, this redshift range is the least sensitive in the
SDSS and subject to large error (see Fig. 9). A substantial ob-
serving campaign for z # 2:5 quasars that are buried in the stellar
locus (i.e., a sample with close to unity selection function in this
redshift region) is needed to resolve this issue. To this end Chiu
(2004) and Jiang et al. (2006) describe complete (i.e., not sparsely
sampled) surveys of quasars in the mid-z range to address this
problem. In addition, near-infrared selected samples such as can
be obtained from Spitzer Space Telescope photometry should be
able to better isolate the peak redshift of luminous type 1 quasars
(Brown et al. 2006).
Our most interesting result is the flattening of the slope of the

QLF with increasing redshift. This flattening has been demon-
strated before using small samples of high-z quasars (Schmidt
et al. 1995; Fan et al. 2001), but never so robustly and over such a
large redshift range as with these data. While there is little over-
lap in luminosity between the lowest and highest redshift data
(deeper surveys at high redshift are clearly needed), previous
constraints on the QLF and the presumption that the QLF will be
well-behaved outside of the regions explored (e.g., that the slope
does not get steeper for faint high-redshift quasars) suggests that
the slope change is due to redshift and not luminosity. Small area
samples such as the most sensitive hard X-ray surveys (Ueda
et al. 2003; Barger et al. 2005) and the COMBO-17 survey (Wolf
et al. 2003) primarily probe the low-luminosity end of the QLF,
where the slope is flatter; thus, it is not surprising that they sys-
tematically find flatter slopes (see Fig. 19). Our confirmation of
the flattening of the high-redshift slope has significant conse-
quences in terms of our understanding of the formation and evo-
lution of active galaxies, particularly in light of the popularity of
recent models invoking kinetic and radiative AGN feedback in

Fig. 20.—Integrated i-band luminosity function to Mi(z ! 2) ! "27:6. The
solid black line is from 2QZ (Boyle et al. 2000). The squares are from the binned
SDSS DR3 QLF. The green and blue lines are from the fixed slope and variable
high-redshift slope ML parameterizations of the SDSS DR3 QLF, respectively.
The dashed and dotted lines are from Fan et al. (2001; Fan+01 ) and Schmidt
et al. (1995; SSG95). The z # 6 point from Fan et al. (2004;Fan+04 ), converted
to our units and cosmology, is shown by the circle. We caution that our ML fits
should not be used beyond z ! 5, as they are cubic fits and quickly diverge
beyond the limits of our data.

Fig. 21.—Slope of the binned QLF as a function of redshift determined from
a linear least-squares fit to the (complete)Mi(z ! 2) < "25 points. The slope of
the luminosity function significantly flattens with redshift at z > 3 (the seem-
ingly discrepant point at z ! 4:75 was determined from only three luminosity
bins and has a large uncertainty). The dashed line shows the best-fit constant
slope for z $ 2:4 and the best-fit redshift-dependent slope for z > 2:4.

RICHARDS ET AL.2784 Vol. 131Richards et al. 2006et al. (2006). A parallel set of assumptions to step (2) regarding
the generation of SNe Ia lead to predictions for the SN Ia rate
density, and this is explored in some detail with tantalizing im-
plications regarding the extent of the SN Ia delay time.

In x 2 we update the SFH data compilation of Hopkins (2004)
and address some of the assumptions that affect the normalization.
We identify the best parametric fit to the most robust subset of this
data in x 3, consistent with the !e limits fromSK. In x 4we present
the results of this fitting in terms of the stellar and metal mass
density evolution and the SN II and SN Ia rate evolution. The im-
plications for the assumed IMF and SN Ia properties are discussed
further in x 5.

The 737 cosmology4 is assumed throughout, with H0 !
70 km s"1 Mpc"1, !M ! 0:3, and !" ! 0:7 (e.g., Spergel et al.
2003).

2. THE DATA

The compilation of Hopkins (2004) was taken as the starting
point for this analysis, shown in Figure 1 as gray points. These
data are reproduced from Figure 1 of Hopkins (2004) and use
their ‘‘common’’ obscuration correction where necessary. Ad-
ditional measurements are indicated in color in Figure 1. For
z P 3, these consist of FIR (24 "m) photometry from the Spitzer
Space Telescope (Pérez-González et al. 2005; Le Floc’h et al.
2005) and UVmeasurements from the SDSS (Baldry et al. 2005),
GALEX (Arnouts et al. 2005; Schiminovich 2005), and the
COMBO17 project (Wolf et al. 2003). At z ! 0:05, a new radio
(1.4 GHz) measurement is shown (Mauch 2005), which is highly
consistent with the FIR results, as expected from the radio-FIR
correlation (Bell 2003a). Also at low redshift (z ! 0:01) is a new
H#-derived measurement (Hanish et al. 2006). At higher red-
shifts, additional SFHmeasurements come from the Hubble Ultra
Deep Field (UDF; Thompson et al. 2006) and from various pho-
tometric dropout analyses, probing rest-frame UV luminosities
(Bouwens et al. 2003a, 2003b, 2006; Ouchi et al. 2004; Bunker
et al. 2004). The UDFmeasurements of Thompson et al. (2006)
are derived through fitting spectral energy distributions to the
UDF photometry using a variety of templates with a range of
underlying assumptions. In particular, this includes different IMF
assumptions for different templates. Although we show these
measurements in Figure 1 for illustrative purposes (having scaled
them, assuming they were uniformly estimated using a Salpeter
1955 IMF), we do not include them in subsequent analyses, as
there is no clear process for scaling these measurements to our as-
sumed IMFs in the absence of a commonoriginal IMF assumption.

2.1. SFR Calibrations

Throughout we assume the same SFR calibrations as Hopkins
(2004). Uncertainties in the calibrations for different SFR indi-
cators will correspond to uncertainties in the resulting SFH nor-
malization for that indicator. Issues regarding SFR calibrations
are detailed in Moustakas et al. (2006), Kennicutt (1998), and
Condon (1992). Perhaps the most uncertain calibrations are the
radio (1.4 GHz) and FIR indicators (although the [O ii] indicator
has a similar level of uncertainty). For FIR SFRs, Kennicutt
(1998) indicates a variation of about 30% between calibrations
in the literature. Bell (2003a) refines the 1.4 GHz calibration
of Condon (1992), following an exploration of the origins of the
radio-FIR correlation, and the implication is that the radio SFR
calibration has about the same uncertainty as the FIR, assuming

no contamination by emission from an active galactic nucleus
(AGN). More significantly, however, for individual galaxies
there can be large differences, up to an order of magnitude, in the
SFRs inferred through different indicators (e.g., Hopkins et al.
2003), although on average for large samples there is a high level
of consistency. This is reflected in the overall consistency be-
tween SFR densities, $̇#, estimated from different indicators, with
at most about a factor of 2 or 3 variation (which also includes
the uncertainty in dust obscuration corrections, where relevant).
This scatter is still notably larger than the uncertainties in in-
dividual SFR calibrations and is suggestive of the overall level
of systematic uncertainty in the individual calibrations. It is likely
that this reflects subtleties such as low-level AGN contamination
in various samples, the difficulties with aperture corrections where
necessary, dust obscuration uncertainties (discussed further be-
low), and other issues. It is for these reasons that we neglect the
details of the underlying SFR calibrations, as their small formal
uncertainties are dominated by these larger systematics. Fur-
thermore, the effect of these systematics between different SFR
indicators acts to increase the scatter in the overall SFH compi-
lation, rather than to systematically shift all measurements in
a common direction. So even the factor of 2Y3 variation here
cannot be viewed precisely as an uncertainty on the SFH nor-
malization. In this sense, the level of consistency between $̇#
measurements using dramatically different samples and SFR in-
dicators, over the whole redshift range up to z $ 6, is actually
quite encouraging.

2.2. Dust Obscuration Corrections

The issue of dust corrections is complex and has been ad-
dressed by many authors (e.g., Buat et al. 2002, 2005; Bell
2003b; Calzetti 2001). Hopkins (2004) compared assumptions4 Thanks to Sandhya Rao (Rao et al. 2006) for this terminology.

Fig. 1.—Evolution of SFR density with redshift. Data shown here have been
scaled, assuming the SalA IMF. The gray points are from the compilation of
Hopkins (2004). The hatched region is the FIR (24 "m) SFH from Le Floc’h
et al. (2005). The green triangles are FIR (24 "m) data from Pérez-González et al.
(2005). The open red star at z ! 0:05 is based on radio (1.4 GHz) data from
Mauch (2005). The filled red circle at z ! 0:01 is the H# estimate from Hanish
et al. (2006). The blue squares are UV data from Baldry et al. (2005), Wolf et al.
(2003), Arnouts et al. (2005), Bouwens et al. (2003a, 2003b, 2005a), Bunker et al.
(2004), and Ouchi et al. (2004). The blue crosses are the UDF estimates from
Thompson et al. (2006). Note that these have been scaled to the SalA IMF,
assuming they were originally estimated using a uniform Salpeter (1955) IMF.
The solid lines are the best-fitting parametric forms (see text for details of which
data are used in the fitting). Although the FIR SFHof Le Floc’h et al. (2005) is not
used directly in the fitting, it has been used to effectively obscuration-correct the
UV data to the values shown, which are used in the fitting. Note that the top
logarithmic scale is labeled with redshift values, not (1% z).
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The number of IR-luminous galaxies increases with z 
(U/LIRGS, sub-mm galaxies, DOGs, etc.).

A&A 528, A35 (2011)

Fig. 9. (Left) Evolution up to z ! 2.3 of the comoving number density of “normal” galaxies (i.e. 107 L! < Lir < 1011 L!; black filled triangles),
LIRGs (orange filled diamonds) and ULIRGs (red filled stars). The green circles represent the total number of galaxies which are above the 24 µm
detection limit of the surveys presented here, i.e. Lir > Lflux limit

ir . The z ! 0 points are taken from Sanders et al. (2003). (Right) Evolution of the
comoving IR energy density up to z ! 2.3 (upper striped area) and the relative contribution of “normal” galaxies (yellow filled area), LIRGs
(orange filled area) and ULIRGs (red filled area). The areas are defined using all the solutions compatible within 1! with the infrared LF. Black
arrows show the comoving IR energy density derived by stacking the 70 µm image at all IRAC sources positions (S IRAC

3.6 µm > 0.6 µJy). The axis on
the right side of the diagram shows the evolution of the SFR density under the assumption that the SFR and LIR are related by Eq. (3) for a Salpeter
IMF.

Fig. 10. (Left) Evolution of the comoving IR energy density up to z ! 2.3. Blue empty circles represent the results obtained by Caputi et al. (2007)
for the global evolution of the comoving energy density (solid line) and the relative contribution of “normal” galaxies (dot line), LIRGs (dashed
line) and ULIRGs (dot dashed line). Filled black star represents the comoving IR energy density of the Universe inferred at z ! 2.3 by Reddy et al.
(2008) while open star shows the relative contribution of LIRGs. Filled areas are as in Fig. 9. (Right) Evolution of the comoving SFR density up
to z ! 2.3 assuming that SFR and LIR are related by Eq. (3) for a Salpeter IMF. Filled areas are as in Fig. 9. The dotted line represents the SFR
measured using the UV light not corrected for dust extinction (Tresse et al. 2007). The dashed line represents the total SFR density defined as the
sum of the SFR density estimated using our infrared observations and the SFR density obtained from the UV light uncorrected for dust extinction.
Light blue diamonds are taken from Hopkins & Beacom (2006) and represent the SFR densities estimated using various estimators. Dark blue
triangles represent the SFR density estimated by Seymour et al. (2008) using deep radio observations. Green circles represent the SFR density
estimated by Smolčić et al. (2009) using deep 20 cm observations and dark blue squares represent the relative contribution of ULIRGs to this SFR
density.

comes from the extrapolation to low luminosities of the infrared
LF where we have no constraints. To cross check our results
we compute a lower limit on the comoving IR LD by stacking
70 µm images at the positions of all IRAC sources in each red-
shift bin of interest (i.e., S IRAC

3.6µm > 0.6 µJy; up arrows in Fig. 9
right). This analysis is possible because the correlation between
L70 µm/(1+z) and LIR is quasi-linear at this redshift, and hence
!S (70 µm) " !LIR. The stacking result is fully consistent with
the value based on the integration of the extrapolated best fit to
our infrared LF.

As discussed in Sect. 3, the role of obscured AGN on the
estimate of the infrared LF is still uncertain. Such results will
be debated until the Herschel infrared space observatory pro-
vides accurate far-infrared measurements for faint, high-redshift
galaxies. However, as shown by Murphy et al. (2009) using IRS
spectroscopy, the mid-IR continuum from an AGN appears to
scale with increasing 24 µm luminosity. As a result, the removal
of any additional contribution from obscured AGN activity will
only steepen the bright-end of the infrared LF. This would
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Open questions

• Two distinct types are observed to z = 1.  
How far does the separation extend?

• What is the extent of migration 
between the blue to red sequences   
(e.g. quenching), and how does it 
happen?                                    

• How are red & dead galaxies formed at 
early times?

slope 0:06 ! 0:09 dex per unit redshift ( jB rising with time).
Taking the 1 ! minimum slope of "0.03 dex per unit redshift
(falling with time) and assuming a minimum change in mass-
to-light ratio M #/LB of 1.0 mag gives a rise in total red stellar
mass of a factor of 2.3. The geometric mean of these two num-
bers gives a minimum increase of a factor of 2 in the number
of red L# galaxies from z $ 1 to now, the same as claimed by
B04.

To obtain the maximum rise, we take the formal difference
in "# estimated in x 4.2 between z $ 0 and 1 using method 1 and
all data (0:56 ! 0:09 dex) and add the 1 ! error bar. This yields
a maximum rise of 0.65 dex, or a factor of 4.5. However, this
maximum still does not contain a correction for the likely grow-
ing contamination by dusty galaxies at z % 1, which could add
another 30% or more, for a factor of about 6.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. A ‘‘Mixed’’ Scenario for the Formation
of Spheroidal Galaxies

The most arresting conclusion to emerge so far from the
study of luminosity functions is the growth in the number of red
L# galaxies since z $ 1, as shown in Figure 7. Barring mergers
among a large and undiscovered population, which would have
to be tiny and/or highly obscured to avoid detection in present
surveys, this rise means that the ancestors of a large fraction of
today’s red L# galaxies must be visible in existing blue samples
at z $ 1 and later. The implications of this were discussed by
B04. We build on their arguments by adding data on the blue
luminosity function (measured here by DEEP2 and COMBO-17
for the first time) and the properties of local E galaxies, which we
argue also have strong implications for formation scenarios. Our
discussion focuses on typical field galaxies at high redshift, since
DEEP2 and COMBO-17 sample all galaxies regardless of loca-
tion. The red sequence in distant clusters has also been exten-
sively studied, but we do not try to fold these data into the picture
at this time.

It is well established that residence on the red sequence (in
the absence of dust) requires that star formation be quenched or
at least strongly reduced. Stellar populations become red enough
to join the red sequence just 1Y2 Gyr after star formation is
stopped (e.g., Newberry et al. 1990; Barger et al. 1996; Bower

et al. 1998; Poggianti et al. 1999), but in order for them to stay
there, the star formation rate must remain low. Gebhardt et al.
(2003) explored a ‘‘frosting model’’ with an early high rate of
star formation followed by a slowly decaying # component.
Based on colors, they found that only 7% of the total stellar mass
could be formed in the # component; similar limits on present-
day star formation rates are set byGALEX observations (Yi et al.
2005; Salim et al. 2005). In short, the large buildup in red stellar
mass after z $ 1 could not have arisen from star formation within
red galaxies themselves (see also B04). Rather, the stellar mass
near L# on the red sequence must have migrated there via one
of three processes: (1) the quenching of star formation in blue
galaxies, (2) the merging of less luminous already quenched red
galaxies, or (3) some combination of the two. In the following
discussion, we focus on galaxies arriving on the red sequence
near L# because the data are complete there and photometric
errors are not as serious as they are for brighter spheroids. Gal-
axies may of course also be migrating to the lower end of the red
sequence, and the data reviewed in x 5 (point 8) suggest that this
is also happening.

It is helpful to visualize this mass migration as the move-
ment of progenitor galaxies through the CMD or, more funda-
mentally, the color-mass diagram. Sample tracks are shown in
Figure 10. Two parent regions are illustrated, a narrow red locus
corresponding to the red sequence and a broader blue clump,
which we call the ‘‘blue cloud.’’ The rather constant morphol-
ogy of the CMD since z $ 1 (B04; Weiner et al. 2005; Paper I )
suggests that these parent regions are relatively stable in size
and location. In reality, they are also moving as galaxies evolve,
but this will not be too important if individual galaxies move
through them more rapidly. With that assumption, we show the
clumps as fixed and the galaxies as moving through them with
time.

Each final galaxy today is represented by its most massive
progenitor at any epoch. Stellar mass is migrating toward the
upper left corner, where luminous red galaxies reside. For a gal-
axy to get there, two things must happen: the mass composing
the final galaxy must be assembled via gravitational collapse,
and star formation must be quenched. A key question in the
formation of red sequence galaxies therefore is, did quench-
ing occur early in the process of mass buildup, midway, or late?
If extremely early, the pieces that would become the final galaxy

Fig. 10.—Schematic arrows showing galaxies migrating to the red sequence under different versions of the merging hypothesis. Evolutionary tracks are plotted in the
color-mass diagram. Here it is assumed that red galaxies arise from blue galaxies when star formation is quenched during amajor merger, causing the galaxy to double in
mass, but the exact nature of the quenching mechanism is not crucial. Quenching tracks are shown by the nearly vertical black arrows. The mergers would be gas-rich (or
‘‘wet’’) because the progenitor galaxies are blue objects making stars and hence contain gas. Once a galaxy arrives on the red sequence, it may evolve more slowly along
it through a series of gas-poor, or ‘‘dry,’’ mergers. These are shown as the white arrows. They are tilted upward to reflect the aging of the stellar populations during the
more gradual dry merging. A major variable is the time of mass assembly vs. the time of quenching. Three possibilities are shown. Track A represents very early
quenching while the fragments of the galaxy are still small. In that case, most mass assembly occurs in dry mergers along the red sequence. Track B is the other extreme,
having maximally late quenching. In that case, galaxies assemble most of their mass while still blue and then merge once to become red with no further dry merging.
Track C is intermediate, with contributions from both mechanisms. This ‘‘mixed’’ scenario best matches the properties of both distant and local ellipticals. In addition to
the merging scenario illustrated here, the gas supply of some disks may simply be choked off or stripped out without mergers, to produce disky S0s. Such tracks would
be vertical, but aside from this their histories are similar. S0s dominate on the red sequence below L#, ellipticals above (Marinoni et al. 1999).
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• Mass-complete sample at 2 < z < 3 from 
the K-selected MUSYC survey                                 
(van Dokkum et al. 2006)

• ~70% DRGs, 20% LBGs

• Most mass would be missed by rest-UV 
selection, though UV selection is 
probably more complete at z ~ 3.5                            
(Brammer & van Dokkum, 2007)

• Defining mass-limited samples depends 
critically on accurate photometric 
redshifts

Mass-complete (>1011 M⊙) sample
L62 VAN DOKKUM ET AL. Vol. 638

Fig. 4.—Correlation between observed color and magnitude. TheJ! K Rs AB
majority of the galaxies are faint in R and red in . Red symbols denoteJ! Ks

DRGs with ; blue circles denote LBGs with . Red sym-J! K 1 2.3 R ! 25.5s AB
bols with blue circles fall in both categories. Massive LBGs have blue near-
IR colors and are bright in the observed R band. The inset shows the optical
color distribution of galaxies with . Only !50% of optically brightR ! 25.5
massive galaxies have the colors of LBGs.

band luminosity, DRGs contribute 64%, and LBGs 32%. By
mass DRGs contribute 77%, and LBGs 17%. Together, the LBG
and DRG techniques identify 82% of massive galaxies by num-
ber and 84% by mass. Most of the remaining galaxies are
optically faint, slightly bluer than the limit, andJ! K p 2.3s
have redshifts . Approximately 85% of them fall in thez ! 2.5
“BzK” selection region (Daddi et al. 2004), which is optimized
for galaxies at . We note that the relatively small1.4 ! z ! 2.5
fraction of LBGs in the sample is not solely due to the imposed

limit. As shown in the inset of Figure 4, only !50%R ! 25.5AB
of galaxies with have the rest-frame UV colors ofR ! 25.5AB
LBGs, and this fraction decreases going to fainter R magni-
tudes: when no R limit is imposed. we find that ! of the1

3
galaxies have the colors of LBGs. The underlying reason is
the broad distribution of b.
It is clear from Figure 4 that the LBG selection produces

very different samples of massive high-redshift galaxies than
the DRG selection. Both samples are biased: LBGs are too
blue, and DRGs are too red, when compared to the median
values of the full sample. This bias is shown explicitly by the
blue and red histograms in Figure 2.
The Lyman break criteria were designed to find star-forming

galaxies, but Shapley et al. (2004) and Adelberger et al. (2005)
have argued that they can also be used to find massive galaxies
at high redshift. This is obviously the case, but we find that
the colors and ratios of massive LBGs are not represen-M/LV
tative for the full sample of massive galaxies. Surveys over the
full set of optical/near-IR passbands from U through K are
essential to obtain representative samples of massive galaxies.
The main uncertainty in this analysis is the reliance on pho-

tometric redshifts. We estimated the effect of this uncertainty by
randomly perturbing the redshifts using a Gaussian distribution
with dispersion and repeating the selectionandDz/(1" z) p 0.12
analysis. Despite significant migration of galaxies in and out of
the redshift range, the values in Table 1 change by only2 ! z ! 3
!10%. We note, however, that there may be subtle systematic
biases that can have significant effects, in particular on the derived
masses (see, e.g., Shapley et al. 2005). Comprehensive tests of
the techniques employed here and in other studies of infrared-
selected samples (e.g., Dickinson et al. 2003; Rudnick et al. 2003)
are urgently needed and will become feasible with the introduction
of multiobject near-IR spectrographs on 8 m–class telescopes.
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knowledges support from NSF CAREER AST-0449678. D. M.
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The NEWFIRM Medium-Band Survey:     
2% photometric redshift accuracy at z~2

• 75 night large survey with the Mayall 4m telescope at Kitt Peak (PI: van Dokkum)

• Photometry in 5 custom filters, each roughly half the width of standard J & H

• K < 22.8, 2 x 30’ x 30’ fields (AEGIS, COSMOS)

2 Whitaker et al.

Fig. 1.— A small region of the COSMOS field (roughly 2’ on a side), shown for a broadband J-filter (left) and a three color image from
the medium-band J1J2J3 filters (right). The red object in the bottom left of the image highlights the spectral features that we are able to
resolve within only 0.2µm in wavelength (see inset SED). The J-filters trace out the Balmer/4000Å break with higher resolution than the
standard broadband filter, allowing for an accurate photometric redshift of this quiescent galaxy at z=2.02. The normalized transmission
curves of the filters in the NMBS catalogs are shown in the top panel; the additional COSMOS filters (e.g. the Subaru optical medium-band
filters) are shown in grey-scale behind the five optical filters.

filters. The NEWFIRM Medium-Band Survey (NMBS)
is a 75 night NOAO survey program on the Kitt Peak
4m telescope.
An outline of the paper follows. We introduce the de-

tails of the NMBS in § 2 and describe the image pro-
cessing and optimization in § 3. The source detection
and photometry are next described in § 4, elaborating on
all of the details involved in extracting the NMBS cata-
logs. In § 4.10, we compare the NMBS catalogs to other
publicly available catalogs within the fields, finding good
agreement. We derive photometric redshifts and rest-
frame colors in § 5 and show that the accurate redshifts
and colors enable us to identify quiescent galaxies out to
z ! 3 in § 6. Finally, we demonstrate the improvements
enabled by the medium-bandwidth filters relative to the
standard broadband filters by comparing the confidence
intervals of the photometric redshifts in § 7. A summary
of the survey can be found in § 8.
We assume a !CDM cosmology with "M=0.3,

"!=0.7, and H0=70 km s!1 Mpc!1 throughout the pa-
per. All magnitudes are given in the AB system.

2. THE NEWFIRM MEDIUM-BAND SURVEY

The NMBS employs a new technique of using medium-
bandwidth NIR filters to sample the Balmer/4000Å
break from 1.5 < z < 3.5 at a higher resolution than
the standard broadband NIR filters (van Dokkum et al.
2009), thereby improving the accuracy of photometric
redshifts. A custom set of five medium bandwidth filters
in the wavelength range of 1–1.8µm were fabricated for
the NEWFIRM camera on the Mayall 4m telescope on

Kitt Peak for the NMBS. The J1-band is similar to the
Y -band, the canonical J-band is split into two filters J2
and J3, and the H-band is split into two filters H1 and
H2 (see the top panel in Figure 1). The full details of the
medium-band filters can be found in van Dokkum et al.
(2009).
Figure 1 demonstrates the power of the medium-band

filters, comparing a traditional J-band image to a three-
color image comprised of the J1J2J3 filters. Although
the wavelength range of the three medium bandwidth J-
filters only covers 0.2µm, the filters are able to resolve
strong spectral features such as Balmer/4000Å breaks or
emission lines. For example, J1J2J3 trace out the 4000Å
break of the massive, quiescent galaxies at z = 2.02
shown in Figure 1. When using the broadband J and
H filters alone, the photometric redshift uncertainty is
!4% in (zNMBS " zbroadband)/(1+ zNMBS), typical of the
inherent uncertainties associated with broadband photo-
metric redshifts. Through sampling the Balmer/4000Å
break region of the spectral energy distributions (SED) of
the galaxies at 1.5 < z < 3.5 with higher resolution, the
uncertainties in the photometric redshifts and rest-frame
colors decreases by about a factor of two (see § 7).

2.1. Field Selection

The survey targets two fields within the COS-
MOS (Scoville 2007) and AEGIS (Davis et al. 2007) sur-
veys, chosen to take advantage of the wealth of publicly-
available ancillary data over a broad wavelength range
(see § 3.6). The NEWFIRM 27".6#27".6 pointing within
the COSMOS field is centered at ! = 9h59m53.3s, " =

Whitaker et al. (2011)
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Fig. 13.— Comparison between the NMBS photometric redshifts of the deblended catalog and spectroscopic redshifts from the DEEP-
2 sample (Davis et al. 2003) and a smaller sample of high redshift LBGs (Steidel et al. 2003) (left panel), and the zCOSMOS survey
(Lilly et al. 2007) (right panel). A few preliminary spectroscopic redshifts from Bezanson et al. (in preparation) and Labbé (in preparation)
are included. For reference, the red dashed lines are for zphot = zspec ± 0.05(1 + zspec). The correspondence between the photometric and
spectroscopic redshifts is generally very good.

Fig. 14.— The scatter in the photometric and spectroscopic
redshifts of the deblended catalogs is relatively uniform as a func-
tion of the K-band magnitude, with a larger scatter amongst the
faint, high redshift LBGs (blue). The spectroscopic redshifts are
from the zCOSMOS survey (Lilly et al. 2007) (top panel) and the
DEEP-2 sample (Davis et al. 2003) with a small sample of high
redshift LBGs (Steidel et al. 2003) (bottom panel). We also in-
clude preliminary spectroscopic redshifts from Bezanson et al. (in
preparation) and Labbé (in preparation). The red dashed lines are
for zphot = zspec ± 0.05(1 + zspec).

minimizing the de-redshifted fit residuals, which allows
the separation of zero point errors from systematic ef-
fects associated with the choice of templates, as a given
rest-frame wavelength is sampled by di!erent observed
bands at di!erent redshifts. The zero point o!sets are
listed in Table 4 and included in the catalog.
While the majority of the bands require only small o!-

sets (! 0.02 mag), some of the optical bands require o!-

sets of as much as 0.3 mag (see also Table 1 in Ilbert et al.
2009). We have verified that this technique reliably re-
covers artificial zero point errors of 0.02–0.3 mag added
to the observed photometry. The CFHTLS u-band zero
point is uncertain and known to have issues; a direct
comparison between the CFHT u-band and SDSS sug-
gests a di!erence of 0.1 mag (Erben et al. 2009). The de-
rived u-band zero point o!set may be partly influenced
by the choice of template set. As a result, it is di"-
cult to separate true zero point problems from template
mismatch. Furthermore, the u-band zero point is not
well constrained as it is not bracketed by other filters —
except the GALEX filters, which have their own known
zero point uncertainies up to ! 0.3 mag (e.g., Ilbert et al.
2009).
We find the photometric redshifts in COSMOS to

be in excellent agreement with the magnitude-limited
I-band IAB < 22.5 spectroscopic sample of redshifts
from the zCOSMOS survey (Lilly et al. 2007), with
!z/(1+z)=0.008 for 1509 galaxies (right panel, Fig-
ure 13), where !z/(1+z) is the normalized median ab-
solute deviation, or !NMAD = 1.48 " MAD. These val-
ues are quoted only for zspec < 1, as there are very
few spectroscopic redshifts currently publicly available
in the COSMOS field beyond this redshift. We also find
excellent agreement between the photometric and spec-
troscopic redshifts for a larger sample of 2525 objects
at zspec < 1.5 in AEGIS selected to a R-band limit
of RAB < 24.1 from the DEEP2 survey (Davis et al.
2003) with !z/(1+z)=0.017 (left panel, Figure 13). Both
fields have very few catastrophic failures, with only !5%
> 5! outliers, defined such that |zphot # zspec|/(1+zspec)
< 5!NMAD. Spectroscopic redshifts are available for
117 Lyman break galaxies (LBGs) at z !3 within the
AEGIS field from Steidel et al. (2003), for which we find
!z/(1+z)=0.044, with 10% > 5! outliers. These rela-
tively high photometric redshift uncertainties for LBGs
are well known (Reddy et al. 2008) and caused by the
fact that LBGs tend to be faint in the rest-frame op-



The color-mass distribution at 0 < z < 2.2

• The NMBS is complete to log M/M⊙~10.6 at z < 2.
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The color-mass distribution at 0 < z < 2.2

• Where is the star-formation occurring on this plot?

• There are massive red galaxies with high SFR (> 40 M⊙/yr) at z > 1.
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• There is a “blue sequence”, distinct from the red sequence, whose colors are 
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The color-mass distribution at 0 < z < 2.2

• Massive star-forming galaxies are IR-luminous, suggesting that they are quite dusty.

• There is a “blue sequence”, distinct from the red sequence, whose colors are 
determined largely by dust (Labbé et al. 2007, Wuyts et al. 2007, Brammer et al. 2009, Brammer et al. 2011)

• There is recent evidence that the quiescent red sequence is in place at z ~ 2 from 
small spectroscopic samples (Kriek et al. 2006/09, Cassatta et al. 2008).                                   
Detecting it photometrically requires NMBS redshift accuracy and SED sampling

Brammer et al. 2011



AV suffers from systematics but the separation of 
the quiescent and SF populations is robust

• Rely rather on an empirical separation based on the U-V and V-J rest-frame colors 
(Labbé et al. 2007, Wuyts et al. 2007, Williams et al. 2009)

Galaxy number and mass densities to z = 2.2 5

Figure 2. Dusty star forming galaxies can be cleanly separated from quiescent galaxies when using two rest-frame colors. The panels show the galaxy
distribution in the rest-frame U !V versus V ! J plane for the same redshift bins as Fig. 1. Galaxies with SFRUV+IR > 40 M! yr!1 are again shown in orange.
These galaxies occupy a region that is distinct from the quiescent galaxies. The solid line and colored bands indicate the red/blue or quiescent/dusty+star-forming
selection developed by Labbé et al. (2005) and Williams et al. (2009). The reddening vector for one magnitude of extinction in theV -band is indicated, assuming
a Calzetti et al. (2000) reddening law. Again, only galaxies with MIPS coverage are included in this figure.

Figure 3. Rest-frame U !V color distributions, with U !V corrected for the (non-evolving) slope of the color-mass relation from Borch et al. (2006) (see Fig.
1). The histograms are normalized by the total number of galaxies in each redshift bin. The distribution for all galaxies with logM/M! > 10.6—slightly lower
than our completeness limit at z = 2—is shown in the thin, grey histograms. The top panels show the color distribution split between sources with SFRUV+IR
greater (orange, hatched) or less (black, solid) than 40 M! yr!1. The bottom panels show the color distribution for red/blue galaxies selected as in Fig. 2. The
vertical dashed line in the bottom panels indicates the Borch et al. (2006) red sequence selection limit, extrapolated to z = 2. The inset numbers show the number
of galaxies in the “quiescent” and “star-forming” samples that have SFRUV+IR greater (“y”) or less (“n”) than 40M! yr!1.

and Marchesini et al. (2009). At K < 22.8 we are complete
for all galaxies with M > 1011 M! at 0 < z < 2.2. The com-
pleteness limit extends to ! 1010 M! for blue galaxies with
lower M/L ratios. We avoid uncertain completeness correc-
tions below by only considering stellar mass ranges above the
completeness threshold at a given redshift.
The top panels of Fig. 1 highlight a key aspect of massive

galaxies at high redshift, which has earlier been highlighted
by others (e.g., Papovich et al. 2006; Brammer et al. 2009;
Whitaker et al. 2010): nearly all galaxies with M > 1011 M!

have red U !V colors at 0.4 < z < 2.2. However, this does
not imply that all these galaxies are quiescent with low star
formation rates. In the bottom panels of Fig. 1 galaxies with
SFRUV+IR > 40 M! yr!1 are shown in orange. This star for-
mation rate limit corresponds to the minimum SFR observ-
able at z = 2.2 given the MIPS flux limit of 20 µJy. A sig-
nificant fraction of red galaxies with M > 1011M! are vig-
orously forming stars at z > 1, with the fraction increasing
with redshift and reaching !50% by z = 2 (Whitaker et al.

2010). This is qualitatively consistent with the observed in-
crease in the number of IR-luminous galaxies with redshift
(Le Floc’h et al. 2005, 2009). In the low-z bin, galaxies on the
massive red sequence have much lower star formation rates,
which is consistent with many other studies that have found
that red galaxies at z < 1 tend to be old, passively-evolving,
early-type systems (e.g. Strateva et al. 2001; Blanton et al.
2003; Kauffmann et al. 2003; Bell et al. 2004).

3.2. Separating quiescent and star-forming galaxies
Given that red galaxies at z > 1 comprise both quiescent

galaxies and dusty star-forming galaxies, a single rest-frame
U !V color criterion is not the most informative way to iden-
tify different galaxy populations. Recent studies of the lo-
cal universe and of galaxies up to z ! 1 have shown that the
galaxy color bimodality is more clearly seen after account-
ing for dust reddening (Wyder et al. 2007; Cowie & Barger
2008; Maller et al. 2009), which Brammer et al. (2009) ex-
tend to z ! 2.2 using the NMBS. Quiescent galaxies follow
a red sequence at least up to z = 2.2 (Brammer et al. 2009;

AV=
1
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• COSBO (COSMOS/MAMBO, Bertoldi et al. 2007)                                                                 
9 sub-mm galaxies covered by the NMBS
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and Marchesini et al. (2009). At K < 22.8 we are complete
for all galaxies with M > 1011 M! at 0 < z < 2.2. The com-
pleteness limit extends to ! 1010 M! for blue galaxies with
lower M/L ratios. We avoid uncertain completeness correc-
tions below by only considering stellar mass ranges above the
completeness threshold at a given redshift.
The top panels of Fig. 1 highlight a key aspect of massive

galaxies at high redshift, which has earlier been highlighted
by others (e.g., Papovich et al. 2006; Brammer et al. 2009;
Whitaker et al. 2010): nearly all galaxies with M > 1011 M!

have red U !V colors at 0.4 < z < 2.2. However, this does
not imply that all these galaxies are quiescent with low star
formation rates. In the bottom panels of Fig. 1 galaxies with
SFRUV+IR > 40 M! yr!1 are shown in orange. This star for-
mation rate limit corresponds to the minimum SFR observ-
able at z = 2.2 given the MIPS flux limit of 20 µJy. A sig-
nificant fraction of red galaxies with M > 1011M! are vig-
orously forming stars at z > 1, with the fraction increasing
with redshift and reaching !50% by z = 2 (Whitaker et al.

2010). This is qualitatively consistent with the observed in-
crease in the number of IR-luminous galaxies with redshift
(Le Floc’h et al. 2005, 2009). In the low-z bin, galaxies on the
massive red sequence have much lower star formation rates,
which is consistent with many other studies that have found
that red galaxies at z < 1 tend to be old, passively-evolving,
early-type systems (e.g. Strateva et al. 2001; Blanton et al.
2003; Kauffmann et al. 2003; Bell et al. 2004).

3.2. Separating quiescent and star-forming galaxies
Given that red galaxies at z > 1 comprise both quiescent

galaxies and dusty star-forming galaxies, a single rest-frame
U !V color criterion is not the most informative way to iden-
tify different galaxy populations. Recent studies of the lo-
cal universe and of galaxies up to z ! 1 have shown that the
galaxy color bimodality is more clearly seen after account-
ing for dust reddening (Wyder et al. 2007; Cowie & Barger
2008; Maller et al. 2009), which Brammer et al. (2009) ex-
tend to z ! 2.2 using the NMBS. Quiescent galaxies follow
a red sequence at least up to z = 2.2 (Brammer et al. 2009;
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The NMBS photometric redshifts are precise 
enough to detect Hα in composite SEDs.

H! and 4000 Å Breaks for !3500 Distant Galaxies 5

6 Kriek et al.

Figure 4. Left panels: Composite SEDs constructed from the multi-band photometry from the NMBS for galaxies at 0.5 < z < 2.0
with S/NK > 25. The SEDs are ordered according to their Dn(4000), starting with the SED type with the strongest 4000 Å break.
The dashed line indicates the location of H!. The red and purple curves are the best-fit Bruzual & Charlot (2003) and Maraston (2005)
models respectively. The number of galaxy per composite SED, the value for Dn(4000) and WH!, and the best-fit value for AV for the
(Bruzual & Charlot 2003) models are printed in each panel. Right panels: For each composite SED we show the i-band HST/ACS images
of the nine galaxies closest in redshift to z = 0.9, thus probing " ! 4000Å in rest-frame.

are given in Table 1. The reduced !2 values indi-
cate that most SED types are equally well fit by both
models, though the stellar population properties im-
plied by the fits are not always consistent with each
other (See Conroy et al. (2009, 2010); Conroy & Gunn
(2010) for a detailed discussion on the uncertainties in
SPS models). The exception though are post-starburst
galaxies, which are represented by SED type 8 (and
to a lesser extent type 7). As shown in Kriek et al.
(2010), the Maraston (2005) models overestimate the
contribution of the thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant
branch (TP-AGB) stars at NIR wavelengths (see also
Conroy & Gunn 2010). Many SEDs are poorly fit in the
rest-frame UV. This is likely due to the presence of the

dust bump at 2175 Å , which is not included in the used
attenuation model. We will further investigate this in
a future paper. Interestingly, SED type 11 is poorly de-
scribed by both models, though it is not clear why. These
galaxies might have been placed at the wrong redshift,
resulting in a SED shape which cannot be explained by
any SPS model. This willl be explored in detail in I.
Labbé et al. (in preparation).

3.2. Dn(4000)

The composite SEDs allow a direct measurement of the
4000 Å break. The 4000 Å break is due to absorption in
the atmospheres of stars and arises because of an accu-
mulation of absorption lines of primarily ionized metals,
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Proof-of-concept

• X-Shooter spectrum of COSMOS-7447 (van de Sande et al. 2011)

‣ z = 1.8,   log M/M⊙ = 11,   SFR = 0.002 M⊙/yr , σ = 294 km/s
2 van de Sande et al.

Fig. 1.— X-Shooter spectrum of NMBS-C7447, and the best-fit stellar population model (red line). Top panel: broad and medium-band data (blue diamonds)
in combination with low-resolution spectrum (10 Å per bin). The entire wavelength range from UV (0.35µm) to NIR(2.3µm) is covered in 2 hr integration time
with unprecedented quality. The galaxy is best fit with a young stellar population (0.40 Gyr, ! = 0.03Gyr) with little star formation (0.002 M!yr"1), and a
stellar mass of M" # 1.5 $ 1011 M! . Middle panel: Zoom in on the rest-frame optical part of the spectrum. Grey areas indicate regions of strong skylines or
atmospheric absorption. Most prominent stellar absorption features are indicated with blue dashed line. Bottom two panels: High resolution spectrum (0.5 Å bin)
of the observed features used to determine the stellar velocity dispersion. Green line is the best fit for the velocity dispersion with 4020 Å < #rest"frame < 6400 Å
using the pPFX code (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004). The resulting stellar velocity dispersion is $%= 294±51 km s"1. The residual from the best fit, divided by
the noise, is shown in the bottom panel.



A quantitative study of the evolution of massive galaxies: 
number and mass densities

The extreme massive end of the stellar mass function is roughly in 
place already at z=2 (and even at z>3 ; Marchesini et al. 2009+10)

Brammer et al. 2011



A quantitative study of the evolution of massive galaxies: 
number and mass densities
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likelihood ! with respect to the parameters ! and M". The
value of"" is then obtained by imposing a normalization on the
best-fit SMF such that the total number of observed galaxies in
the composite sample is reproduced. The 1# and 2# errors on
"" are estimated from the minimum and maximum values of""

allowed by the 1# and 2# confidence contours in the (!–M"
star)

parameter space, respectively.

4.4. Stellar Mass Functions

Figure 4 (top panel) shows the SMFs of galaxies at redshift
1.3 ! z < 2.0, 2.0 ! z < 3.0, and 3.0 ! z < 4.0. Points with
error bars show the SMFs derived using the 1/Vmax method.
The solid curves show the SMFs derived with the maximum
likelihood analysis, while the shaded regions represent their
1# and 2# uncertainties. The bottom panel of Figure 4 shows
the best-fit value and the 1# and 2# confidence contour levels
of the two Schechter function parameters ! and M"

star in the
three targeted redshift intervals. The local SMF derived by
Cole et al. (2001) is also shown in Figure 4. The plotted
uncertainties include Poisson errors only. The uncertainties on
the derived SMFs due to cosmic variance, photometric redshift
errors, and different SED-modeling assumptions are quantified
and discussed in Section 5.
The large surveyed area allows for the determination of the

high-mass end with unprecedented accuracy, while the depth
of the FIRES survey allows us to constrain also the low-mass
end. This is particularly important because of the well-known
correlation between the two parameters ! andM"

star.
Figure 4 clearly shows dramatic evolution of the SMF,

qualitatively consistent with other studies (e.g., Fontana et al.
2006; Pérez-González et al. 2008). The main trend is a gradual
decrease with redshift of the characteristic density "", rather
than a change in the slope ! or the characteristic stellar mass
M"
star. The density at Mstar ! 1011 has evolved by a factor of

!20 since z = 3.5, a factor of!8 since z = 2.5, and a factor of
!3.5 since z = 1.65. The data points shown in Figure 4, along
with the best-fitting Schechter function parameters, are listed in
Tables 1 and 2.
We also find evidence for mass-dependent evolution. In
particular, the data suggest a remarkable lack of evolution for the
most massive galaxies, withMstar > 3" 1011, over the redshift
range 1.3 ! z < 4.0. The average density of these galaxies is
1.3 " 10#5 Mpc#3. The differential evolution of galaxies with
different masses is shown more clearly in Figure 5, where the
high-redshift SMFs divided by the local SMF have been plotted
as a function of stellar mass. If the form of the mass function
does not evolve with redshift, the curves in Figure 5 would
be constant lines as a function of stellar mass. In contrast, the
observed evolution of the number densities is larger for less
massive galaxies and smallest for the most massive galaxies.

5. UNCERTAINTIES

The results found in the previous sections are very intrigu-
ing. However, only Poisson errors have been considered, and,
as previously noted, uncertainties due to photometric redshift
errors (both random and systematic), cosmic variance, and dif-
ferent SED-modeling assumptions also affect the measurement
of the high-redshift SMF.11 In this section, we quantify the un-
certainties on the measured SMFs due to these sources of errors,

11 We note that the results from the maximum likelihood analysis are unbiased
with respect to density inhomogeneities, hence not affected by cosmic
variance.

Figure 4. Top panel: SMFs of galaxies at redshift 1.3 ! z < 2.0 (blue),
2.0 ! z < 3.0 (green), and 3.0 ! z < 4.0 (red). The filled symbols
represent the SMFs derived with the 1/Vmax method, with error bars including
only Poisson errors. The solid curves represent the SMFs derived with the
maximum likelihood analysis, with shaded regions representing the 1# and 2#
uncertainties. The arrows show the best estimates ofM"

star and the corresponding
1# errors derived with the maximum likelihood analysis. The black solid
curve and points represent the local (z ! 0.1) SMF from Cole et al. (2001).
Bottom panel: (!–M"

star) parameter space derived from the maximum likelihood
analysis. Filled circles are the best-fit values of ! and M"

star, while the curves
represent their 1# and 2# contour levels; the colors are the same as in the top
panel. The black filled square represent the redshift z ! 0.1 value from Cole
et al. (2001). Very little evolution of the shape of the SMF is observed from
z = 3.0 to z = 1.3, and most of the evolution is in the characteristic density"".
The shape of the SMF at z = 3.5 is different, characterized by a much steeper
low-mass-end slope. The characteristic stellar massM"

star seems to have evolved
little, if any, from z = 2.5 to z ! 0.1.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

providing the first comprehensive analysis of random and sys-
tematic uncertainties affecting the high-z SMFs.

5.1. Uncertainties Due to Photometric Redshift Errors

Studies of high-redshift galaxies largely rely on photometric
redshift estimates. It is therefore important to understand how
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likelihood!withrespecttotheparameters!andM".The
valueof""isthenobtainedbyimposinganormalizationonthe
best-fitSMFsuchthatthetotalnumberofobservedgalaxiesin
thecompositesampleisreproduced.The1#and2#errorson
""areestimatedfromtheminimumandmaximumvaluesof""

allowedbythe1#and2#confidencecontoursinthe(!–M"
star)

parameterspace,respectively.

4.4.StellarMassFunctions

Figure4(toppanel)showstheSMFsofgalaxiesatredshift
1.3!z<2.0,2.0!z<3.0,and3.0!z<4.0.Pointswith
errorbarsshowtheSMFsderivedusingthe1/Vmaxmethod.
ThesolidcurvesshowtheSMFsderivedwiththemaximum
likelihoodanalysis,whiletheshadedregionsrepresenttheir
1#and2#uncertainties.ThebottompanelofFigure4shows
thebest-fitvalueandthe1#and2#confidencecontourlevels
ofthetwoSchechterfunctionparameters!andM"

starinthe
threetargetedredshiftintervals.ThelocalSMFderivedby
Coleetal.(2001)isalsoshowninFigure4.Theplotted
uncertaintiesincludePoissonerrorsonly.Theuncertaintieson
thederivedSMFsduetocosmicvariance,photometricredshift
errors,anddifferentSED-modelingassumptionsarequantified
anddiscussedinSection5.

Thelargesurveyedareaallowsforthedeterminationofthe
high-massendwithunprecedentedaccuracy,whilethedepth
oftheFIRESsurveyallowsustoconstrainalsothelow-mass
end.Thisisparticularlyimportantbecauseofthewell-known
correlationbetweenthetwoparameters!andM"

star.
Figure4clearlyshowsdramaticevolutionoftheSMF,
qualitativelyconsistentwithotherstudies(e.g.,Fontanaetal.
2006;Pérez-Gonzálezetal.2008).Themaintrendisagradual
decreasewithredshiftofthecharacteristicdensity"",rather
thanachangeintheslope!orthecharacteristicstellarmass
M"

star.ThedensityatMstar!1011hasevolvedbyafactorof
!20sincez=3.5,afactorof!8sincez=2.5,andafactorof
!3.5sincez=1.65.ThedatapointsshowninFigure4,along
withthebest-fittingSchechterfunctionparameters,arelistedin
Tables1and2.
Wealsofindevidenceformass-dependentevolution.In
particular,thedatasuggestaremarkablelackofevolutionforthe
mostmassivegalaxies,withMstar>3"1011,overtheredshift
range1.3!z<4.0.Theaveragedensityofthesegalaxiesis
1.3"10#5Mpc#3.Thedifferentialevolutionofgalaxieswith
differentmassesisshownmoreclearlyinFigure5,wherethe
high-redshiftSMFsdividedbythelocalSMFhavebeenplotted
asafunctionofstellarmass.Iftheformofthemassfunction
doesnotevolvewithredshift,thecurvesinFigure5would
beconstantlinesasafunctionofstellarmass.Incontrast,the
observedevolutionofthenumberdensitiesislargerforless
massivegalaxiesandsmallestforthemostmassivegalaxies.

5.UNCERTAINTIES

Theresultsfoundintheprevioussectionsareveryintrigu-
ing.However,onlyPoissonerrorshavebeenconsidered,and,
aspreviouslynoted,uncertaintiesduetophotometricredshift
errors(bothrandomandsystematic),cosmicvariance,anddif-
ferentSED-modelingassumptionsalsoaffectthemeasurement
ofthehigh-redshiftSMF.11Inthissection,wequantifytheun-
certaintiesonthemeasuredSMFsduetothesesourcesoferrors,

11Wenotethattheresultsfromthemaximumlikelihoodanalysisareunbiased
withrespecttodensityinhomogeneities,hencenotaffectedbycosmic
variance.

Figure4.Toppanel:SMFsofgalaxiesatredshift1.3!z<2.0(blue),
2.0!z<3.0(green),and3.0!z<4.0(red).Thefilledsymbols
representtheSMFsderivedwiththe1/Vmaxmethod,witherrorbarsincluding
onlyPoissonerrors.ThesolidcurvesrepresenttheSMFsderivedwiththe
maximumlikelihoodanalysis,withshadedregionsrepresentingthe1#and2#
uncertainties.ThearrowsshowthebestestimatesofM"

starandthecorresponding
1#errorsderivedwiththemaximumlikelihoodanalysis.Theblacksolid
curveandpointsrepresentthelocal(z!0.1)SMFfromColeetal.(2001).
Bottompanel:(!–M"

star)parameterspacederivedfromthemaximumlikelihood
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(Acolorversionofthisfigureisavailableintheonlinejournal.)
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likelihood ! with respect to the parameters ! and M". The
value of"" is then obtained by imposing a normalization on the
best-fit SMF such that the total number of observed galaxies in
the composite sample is reproduced. The 1# and 2# errors on
"" are estimated from the minimum and maximum values of""

allowed by the 1# and 2# confidence contours in the (!–M"
star)

parameter space, respectively.

4.4. Stellar Mass Functions

Figure 4 (top panel) shows the SMFs of galaxies at redshift
1.3 ! z < 2.0, 2.0 ! z < 3.0, and 3.0 ! z < 4.0. Points with
error bars show the SMFs derived using the 1/Vmax method.
The solid curves show the SMFs derived with the maximum
likelihood analysis, while the shaded regions represent their
1# and 2# uncertainties. The bottom panel of Figure 4 shows
the best-fit value and the 1# and 2# confidence contour levels
of the two Schechter function parameters ! and M"

star in the
three targeted redshift intervals. The local SMF derived by
Cole et al. (2001) is also shown in Figure 4. The plotted
uncertainties include Poisson errors only. The uncertainties on
the derived SMFs due to cosmic variance, photometric redshift
errors, and different SED-modeling assumptions are quantified
and discussed in Section 5.
The large surveyed area allows for the determination of the

high-mass end with unprecedented accuracy, while the depth
of the FIRES survey allows us to constrain also the low-mass
end. This is particularly important because of the well-known
correlation between the two parameters ! andM"

star.
Figure 4 clearly shows dramatic evolution of the SMF,

qualitatively consistent with other studies (e.g., Fontana et al.
2006; Pérez-González et al. 2008). The main trend is a gradual
decrease with redshift of the characteristic density "", rather
than a change in the slope ! or the characteristic stellar mass
M"
star. The density at Mstar ! 1011 has evolved by a factor of

!20 since z = 3.5, a factor of!8 since z = 2.5, and a factor of
!3.5 since z = 1.65. The data points shown in Figure 4, along
with the best-fitting Schechter function parameters, are listed in
Tables 1 and 2.
We also find evidence for mass-dependent evolution. In
particular, the data suggest a remarkable lack of evolution for the
most massive galaxies, withMstar > 3" 1011, over the redshift
range 1.3 ! z < 4.0. The average density of these galaxies is
1.3 " 10#5 Mpc#3. The differential evolution of galaxies with
different masses is shown more clearly in Figure 5, where the
high-redshift SMFs divided by the local SMF have been plotted
as a function of stellar mass. If the form of the mass function
does not evolve with redshift, the curves in Figure 5 would
be constant lines as a function of stellar mass. In contrast, the
observed evolution of the number densities is larger for less
massive galaxies and smallest for the most massive galaxies.

5. UNCERTAINTIES

The results found in the previous sections are very intrigu-
ing. However, only Poisson errors have been considered, and,
as previously noted, uncertainties due to photometric redshift
errors (both random and systematic), cosmic variance, and dif-
ferent SED-modeling assumptions also affect the measurement
of the high-redshift SMF.11 In this section, we quantify the un-
certainties on the measured SMFs due to these sources of errors,

11 We note that the results from the maximum likelihood analysis are unbiased
with respect to density inhomogeneities, hence not affected by cosmic
variance.

Figure 4. Top panel: SMFs of galaxies at redshift 1.3 ! z < 2.0 (blue),
2.0 ! z < 3.0 (green), and 3.0 ! z < 4.0 (red). The filled symbols
represent the SMFs derived with the 1/Vmax method, with error bars including
only Poisson errors. The solid curves represent the SMFs derived with the
maximum likelihood analysis, with shaded regions representing the 1# and 2#
uncertainties. The arrows show the best estimates ofM"

star and the corresponding
1# errors derived with the maximum likelihood analysis. The black solid
curve and points represent the local (z ! 0.1) SMF from Cole et al. (2001).
Bottom panel: (!–M"

star) parameter space derived from the maximum likelihood
analysis. Filled circles are the best-fit values of ! and M"

star, while the curves
represent their 1# and 2# contour levels; the colors are the same as in the top
panel. The black filled square represent the redshift z ! 0.1 value from Cole
et al. (2001). Very little evolution of the shape of the SMF is observed from
z = 3.0 to z = 1.3, and most of the evolution is in the characteristic density"".
The shape of the SMF at z = 3.5 is different, characterized by a much steeper
low-mass-end slope. The characteristic stellar massM"

star seems to have evolved
little, if any, from z = 2.5 to z ! 0.1.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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The density of star-forming galaxies is roughly flat with time.  
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Figure 6. Number and mass density evolution for galaxies divided into quiescent and star-forming samples as in Fig. 2 for three stellar mass bins. Redshift bins
are only shown where the mass bins are > 90% complete. The z = 0.1 density measurements are integrated from the early- and late-type Bell et al. (2003) mass
functions (see Fig. 5. Number densities of the “red” and “blue” types defined by Pozzetti et al. (2010) are shown with open triangles, taken from their Fig. 13.
Note that the Pozzetti et al. (2010) mass bins are slightly different than those used here (1010!10.5, 1010.5!11, 1011!11.5M!). The numerical values of the densities
and total errors for the full NMBS sample, divided by galaxy type, are provided in Table 2 below.

the specified mass limits are shown. The uncertainties on the
number densities are a combination of Poisson errors and the
cosmic variance estimated using the Somerville et al. (2004)
prescription, given the observed number density, redshift bin-
ning, and survey geometry. We can obtain a rough estimate
of the cosmic variance directly from the NMBS itself: the
number and mass densities for the individual COSMOS and
AEGIS fields are shown as the dotted and dash-dotted lines,
respectively. The differences between the two fields are sig-
nificant and are generally well-represented by the error esti-
mates that account for cosmic variance.
The inclusion of the local density measurement is impor-

tant for evaluating the overall evolution, and here we include
densities integrated from the Bell et al. (2003) mass function.
While the methodology we use to estimate stellar masses and
separate quiescent from star-forming galaxies is quite differ-
ent than that used by Bell et al. (2003), the local reference
point appears to connect well with our NMBS measurements
in Fig. 5. Similar to other studies, we find that there is
modest mass density evolution (0.25 dex) up to z = 1 for
masses M > 1010M!. Up to z = 2, we observe an overall
decrease in the mass density of !0.6 dex at M > 1011 M!.
We do not find a sudden change at z > 1; the evolution ap-
pears to be gradual over the entire redshift range 0< z< 2.2.
We note that the results here are consistent with those of
Marchesini et al. (2009), who find very little evolution at ex-
treme masses > 1011.5 M! (Figure 4).
Differences between the two NMBS fields highlight the

importance of sampling large volumes: the COSMOS field
shows an overall mass density decrease of 0.6 dex between
0.4< z< 2, while densities measured in the AEGIS field are

essentially consistent with no evolution over this same red-
shift range. Furthermore, we note that our results are sensitive
to subtle redshift-dependent systematic errors in the masses,
including systematic differences between the z = 0 point and
the higher redshift data. This is demonstrated explicitly in
Fig. 10 in the Appendix.

5.2. The number and mass densities of quiescent and
star-forming galaxies

We examine the number and mass density evolution of the
quiescent and star-forming samples (§3.2) in Fig. 6. Rather
than integrating down to a mass limit as in Fig. 5, we now
consider three separate stellar mass bins where the NMBS is
complete to at least z = 1. While this is essentially the same
measurement as the stellar mass functions described above,
plotting the densities allows the trends with redshift and mass
to be more readily apparent.
It is immediately clear again that the quiescent and star-

forming galaxy populations evolve in very different ways.
The number and mass densities of star-forming galaxies re-
main nearly constant with redshift for all masses logM/M! >
10.2. Star-forming galaxies with logM/M! > 11, which are
relatively rare at low redshift, are more prominent at z = 2
where they have the same number and mass densities as the
massive quiescent population. We again take the local com-
parison from Bell et al. (2003), who provide stellar mass func-
tions divided into early- and late-type populations by color.
The local comparison is important for showing the overall
redshift evolution, particularly at low masses where our data
indicate rapid growth of the quiescent population since z! 1.
Whether or not the local comparison is considered, the density
evolution of star-forming galaxies is in stark contrast with that
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The results: the average quiescent galaxy 
above 1011 M⊙ grows by a factor of ~2 since z=2

Galaxy number and mass densities to z = 2.2 9

Figure 7. Redshift evolution of stellar mass at fixed cumulative number den-
sity, n(M >Mc), for the quiescent and star-forming galaxy samples. The un-
certainty on Mc, estimated from Monte-Carlo simulations in which we per-
turb the stellar masses with a random error of 0.1 dex and remeasure the
derived quantity, is indicated by the width of each color/density track. The
tracks are extended to z = 0 using the Bell et al. (2003) mass functions. The
shaded region at z=0 demonstrates the extent of the systematic uncertainty
related to the model library used to derive stellar masses. The gray shaded
region shows the completeness limit of the NMBS.

of quiescent galaxies, whose density decrease with redshift at
all of the masses considered. The evolution of the mass den-
sity of the quiescent galaxies as a function of redshift is to first
order independent of mass for logM/M! > 10.2, with about
0.5 dex of mass density growth per unit redshift for all of the
mass ranges shown. Because three times as much time elapses
between z = 1 and the present day as between z = 2 and z = 1,
the massive red sequence grows rapidly between z = 2 and
z = 1, at which point the growth slows considerably over the
remaining !8 Gyr until the present day (see also Kriek et al.
2008).
The differential density evolution between the quiescent

and star-forming populations shown in Fig. 6 provides an-
other manifestation of the “downsizing” phenomenon, in
which the characteristic sites of star-formation shift to lower
mass galaxies at later times (Cowie et al. 1996, followed by
e.g., Bell et al. 2005; Juneau et al. 2005; Bundy et al. 2006
and many others). Here we see that the number and mass den-
sities of quiescent and star-forming galaxies are equal at ear-
lier times for increasing galaxy stellar mass, after which the
densities are dominated by the quiescent population. This is
effectively a reformulation of taking the stellar mass at which
the mass functions cross to be the characteristic mass of trans-
forming galaxies from the star-forming to quiescent popula-
tion (Bundy et al. 2006). Indeed, we see a similar trend in
the NMBS stellar mass functions in Fig. 4: the quiescent and
star-forming stellar mass functions cross at stellar masses that
increase with redshift.

6. DISCUSSION: THE BUILD-UP OF QUIESCENT GALAXIES
The trends for star-forming and quiescent galaxies are con-

trary to naive expectations. One would naively expect that
the stellar mass density of star-forming galaxies increases
with time, as they are forming new stars. Quiescent galax-

ies have already stopped forming stars, and one might expect
their mass density to remain constant. However, we observe
the opposite. Consistent with previous studies at lower red-
shift (Borch et al. 2006; Bell et al. 2007; Martin et al. 2007),
we find that the mass density of the star-forming popula-
tion shows very little evolution up to z ! 2 for galaxies with
logM/M! ! 10.6. At the same time, the mass density in qui-
escent galaxies increases with time. The obvious interpreta-
tion is that galaxies migrate from the star-forming population
to the quiescent population (see also, e.g., Bell et al. 2007;
Faber et al. 2007). Furthermore, the mass density of the mas-
sive quiescent population above 1011M" might grow through
mergers with less massive galaxies (e.g., van Dokkum 2005).

6.1. Mass evolution at fixed cumulative number density
To explore the causes of the rise of quiescent galaxies we

first ask how much the masses of individual galaxies grow
with time. As shown by van Dokkum et al. (2010), select-
ing galaxies at a constant number density rather than a con-
stant mass enables the study of the evolution with time of a
single coherent population of galaxies at the massive, expo-
nential end of the mass function, as both star formation and
any merger with a ratio somewhat less than than 1:1 will in-
crease these galaxies’ masses without changing their number
density. van Dokkum et al. (2010) find that galaxies with a
number density n = 2# 10!4 Mpc!3 dex!1 grow in mass by a
factor of two since z = 2 (with logM/M! = 11.15 at z = 2).
We modify the van Dokkum et al. (2010) selection slightly

and consider a selection based on a constant cumulative num-
ber density, defining Mc to be the stellar mass at constant
n(M >Mc). This definition has the advantage that it is single-
valued even at low-masses. Starting with a baseline mass
function with Mc = Mc,0 at time t = 0, the value of Mc can
increase after time t (i.e.,Mc,t >Mc,0) as a result of three phys-
ical process that all may occur simultaneously: growth from
mergers where the secondary objects have M < Mc or both
progenitors haveM $Mc, star formation, and creation of new
galaxies in the considered sample via transformation of galax-
ies (withM >Mc) from a different population. In the first two
of these processes, an increase in Mc,t is directly related to
the average increase in mass in individual galaxies above that
threshold, given the simplifying assumption that all galaxies
above the threshold evolve in a uniform way. If two galaxies
each with M > Mc,0 merge within time, t, then Mc,t < Mc,0,
as one would have to move further down the mass function to
count the same number of galaxies in the same volume. Such
mergers with both progenitors withM>Mc,0 would necessar-
ily have mass ratios of nearly 1:1 forMc ! 1011 M! due to the
steepness of the mass function. Finally, mass loss in galaxies
above Mc,0 after some time, t, will result inMc,t <Mc,0.
We show the evolution of Mc for the quiescent and star-

forming galaxy populations in Fig. 7, for a range of n(M >
Mc). We find that the stellar mass of quiescent galaxies with
logM/M! ! 11 at z = 2 increases by a factor of !2 by z = 0,
similar to the van Dokkum et al. (2010) value for the full sam-
ple not divided by color. Interestingly, the growth of Mc at
the highest masses slows with time, perhaps suggesting an in-
creased prevalence of dry, equal-mass mergers at these masses
since z = 1. The value of Mc for the star-forming galaxies
is nearly constant with redshift for all densities considered,
which is likely the result of tension between competing and
opposite effects: star-formation within the population and mi-
gration out of the star-forming and into the quiescent popula-
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Figure 7. Redshift evolution of stellar mass at fixed cumulative number den-
sity, n(M >Mc), for the quiescent and star-forming galaxy samples. The un-
certainty on Mc, estimated from Monte-Carlo simulations in which we per-
turb the stellar masses with a random error of 0.1 dex and remeasure the
derived quantity, is indicated by the width of each color/density track. The
tracks are extended to z = 0 using the Bell et al. (2003) mass functions. The
shaded region at z=0 demonstrates the extent of the systematic uncertainty
related to the model library used to derive stellar masses. The gray shaded
region shows the completeness limit of the NMBS.

of quiescent galaxies, whose density decrease with redshift at
all of the masses considered. The evolution of the mass den-
sity of the quiescent galaxies as a function of redshift is to first
order independent of mass for logM/M! > 10.2, with about
0.5 dex of mass density growth per unit redshift for all of the
mass ranges shown. Because three times as much time elapses
between z = 1 and the present day as between z = 2 and z = 1,
the massive red sequence grows rapidly between z = 2 and
z = 1, at which point the growth slows considerably over the
remaining !8 Gyr until the present day (see also Kriek et al.
2008).
The differential density evolution between the quiescent

and star-forming populations shown in Fig. 6 provides an-
other manifestation of the “downsizing” phenomenon, in
which the characteristic sites of star-formation shift to lower
mass galaxies at later times (Cowie et al. 1996, followed by
e.g., Bell et al. 2005; Juneau et al. 2005; Bundy et al. 2006
and many others). Here we see that the number and mass den-
sities of quiescent and star-forming galaxies are equal at ear-
lier times for increasing galaxy stellar mass, after which the
densities are dominated by the quiescent population. This is
effectively a reformulation of taking the stellar mass at which
the mass functions cross to be the characteristic mass of trans-
forming galaxies from the star-forming to quiescent popula-
tion (Bundy et al. 2006). Indeed, we see a similar trend in
the NMBS stellar mass functions in Fig. 4: the quiescent and
star-forming stellar mass functions cross at stellar masses that
increase with redshift.

6. DISCUSSION: THE BUILD-UP OF QUIESCENT GALAXIES
The trends for star-forming and quiescent galaxies are con-

trary to naive expectations. One would naively expect that
the stellar mass density of star-forming galaxies increases
with time, as they are forming new stars. Quiescent galax-

ies have already stopped forming stars, and one might expect
their mass density to remain constant. However, we observe
the opposite. Consistent with previous studies at lower red-
shift (Borch et al. 2006; Bell et al. 2007; Martin et al. 2007),
we find that the mass density of the star-forming popula-
tion shows very little evolution up to z ! 2 for galaxies with
logM/M! ! 10.6. At the same time, the mass density in qui-
escent galaxies increases with time. The obvious interpreta-
tion is that galaxies migrate from the star-forming population
to the quiescent population (see also, e.g., Bell et al. 2007;
Faber et al. 2007). Furthermore, the mass density of the mas-
sive quiescent population above 1011M" might grow through
mergers with less massive galaxies (e.g., van Dokkum 2005).

6.1. Mass evolution at fixed cumulative number density
To explore the causes of the rise of quiescent galaxies we

first ask how much the masses of individual galaxies grow
with time. As shown by van Dokkum et al. (2010), select-
ing galaxies at a constant number density rather than a con-
stant mass enables the study of the evolution with time of a
single coherent population of galaxies at the massive, expo-
nential end of the mass function, as both star formation and
any merger with a ratio somewhat less than than 1:1 will in-
crease these galaxies’ masses without changing their number
density. van Dokkum et al. (2010) find that galaxies with a
number density n = 2# 10!4 Mpc!3 dex!1 grow in mass by a
factor of two since z = 2 (with logM/M! = 11.15 at z = 2).
We modify the van Dokkum et al. (2010) selection slightly

and consider a selection based on a constant cumulative num-
ber density, defining Mc to be the stellar mass at constant
n(M >Mc). This definition has the advantage that it is single-
valued even at low-masses. Starting with a baseline mass
function with Mc = Mc,0 at time t = 0, the value of Mc can
increase after time t (i.e.,Mc,t >Mc,0) as a result of three phys-
ical process that all may occur simultaneously: growth from
mergers where the secondary objects have M < Mc or both
progenitors haveM $Mc, star formation, and creation of new
galaxies in the considered sample via transformation of galax-
ies (withM >Mc) from a different population. In the first two
of these processes, an increase in Mc,t is directly related to
the average increase in mass in individual galaxies above that
threshold, given the simplifying assumption that all galaxies
above the threshold evolve in a uniform way. If two galaxies
each with M > Mc,0 merge within time, t, then Mc,t < Mc,0,
as one would have to move further down the mass function to
count the same number of galaxies in the same volume. Such
mergers with both progenitors withM>Mc,0 would necessar-
ily have mass ratios of nearly 1:1 forMc ! 1011 M! due to the
steepness of the mass function. Finally, mass loss in galaxies
above Mc,0 after some time, t, will result inMc,t <Mc,0.
We show the evolution of Mc for the quiescent and star-

forming galaxy populations in Fig. 7, for a range of n(M >
Mc). We find that the stellar mass of quiescent galaxies with
logM/M! ! 11 at z = 2 increases by a factor of !2 by z = 0,
similar to the van Dokkum et al. (2010) value for the full sam-
ple not divided by color. Interestingly, the growth of Mc at
the highest masses slows with time, perhaps suggesting an in-
creased prevalence of dry, equal-mass mergers at these masses
since z = 1. The value of Mc for the star-forming galaxies
is nearly constant with redshift for all densities considered,
which is likely the result of tension between competing and
opposite effects: star-formation within the population and mi-
gration out of the star-forming and into the quiescent popula-
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Figure 7. Redshift evolution of stellar mass at fixed cumulative number den-
sity, n(M >Mc), for the quiescent and star-forming galaxy samples. The un-
certainty on Mc, estimated from Monte-Carlo simulations in which we per-
turb the stellar masses with a random error of 0.1 dex and remeasure the
derived quantity, is indicated by the width of each color/density track. The
tracks are extended to z = 0 using the Bell et al. (2003) mass functions. The
shaded region at z=0 demonstrates the extent of the systematic uncertainty
related to the model library used to derive stellar masses. The gray shaded
region shows the completeness limit of the NMBS.

of quiescent galaxies, whose density decrease with redshift at
all of the masses considered. The evolution of the mass den-
sity of the quiescent galaxies as a function of redshift is to first
order independent of mass for logM/M! > 10.2, with about
0.5 dex of mass density growth per unit redshift for all of the
mass ranges shown. Because three times as much time elapses
between z = 1 and the present day as between z = 2 and z = 1,
the massive red sequence grows rapidly between z = 2 and
z = 1, at which point the growth slows considerably over the
remaining !8 Gyr until the present day (see also Kriek et al.
2008).
The differential density evolution between the quiescent

and star-forming populations shown in Fig. 6 provides an-
other manifestation of the “downsizing” phenomenon, in
which the characteristic sites of star-formation shift to lower
mass galaxies at later times (Cowie et al. 1996, followed by
e.g., Bell et al. 2005; Juneau et al. 2005; Bundy et al. 2006
and many others). Here we see that the number and mass den-
sities of quiescent and star-forming galaxies are equal at ear-
lier times for increasing galaxy stellar mass, after which the
densities are dominated by the quiescent population. This is
effectively a reformulation of taking the stellar mass at which
the mass functions cross to be the characteristic mass of trans-
forming galaxies from the star-forming to quiescent popula-
tion (Bundy et al. 2006). Indeed, we see a similar trend in
the NMBS stellar mass functions in Fig. 4: the quiescent and
star-forming stellar mass functions cross at stellar masses that
increase with redshift.

6. DISCUSSION: THE BUILD-UP OF QUIESCENT GALAXIES
The trends for star-forming and quiescent galaxies are con-

trary to naive expectations. One would naively expect that
the stellar mass density of star-forming galaxies increases
with time, as they are forming new stars. Quiescent galax-

ies have already stopped forming stars, and one might expect
their mass density to remain constant. However, we observe
the opposite. Consistent with previous studies at lower red-
shift (Borch et al. 2006; Bell et al. 2007; Martin et al. 2007),
we find that the mass density of the star-forming popula-
tion shows very little evolution up to z ! 2 for galaxies with
logM/M! ! 10.6. At the same time, the mass density in qui-
escent galaxies increases with time. The obvious interpreta-
tion is that galaxies migrate from the star-forming population
to the quiescent population (see also, e.g., Bell et al. 2007;
Faber et al. 2007). Furthermore, the mass density of the mas-
sive quiescent population above 1011M" might grow through
mergers with less massive galaxies (e.g., van Dokkum 2005).

6.1. Mass evolution at fixed cumulative number density
To explore the causes of the rise of quiescent galaxies we

first ask how much the masses of individual galaxies grow
with time. As shown by van Dokkum et al. (2010), select-
ing galaxies at a constant number density rather than a con-
stant mass enables the study of the evolution with time of a
single coherent population of galaxies at the massive, expo-
nential end of the mass function, as both star formation and
any merger with a ratio somewhat less than than 1:1 will in-
crease these galaxies’ masses without changing their number
density. van Dokkum et al. (2010) find that galaxies with a
number density n = 2# 10!4 Mpc!3 dex!1 grow in mass by a
factor of two since z = 2 (with logM/M! = 11.15 at z = 2).
We modify the van Dokkum et al. (2010) selection slightly

and consider a selection based on a constant cumulative num-
ber density, defining Mc to be the stellar mass at constant
n(M >Mc). This definition has the advantage that it is single-
valued even at low-masses. Starting with a baseline mass
function with Mc = Mc,0 at time t = 0, the value of Mc can
increase after time t (i.e.,Mc,t >Mc,0) as a result of three phys-
ical process that all may occur simultaneously: growth from
mergers where the secondary objects have M < Mc or both
progenitors haveM $Mc, star formation, and creation of new
galaxies in the considered sample via transformation of galax-
ies (withM >Mc) from a different population. In the first two
of these processes, an increase in Mc,t is directly related to
the average increase in mass in individual galaxies above that
threshold, given the simplifying assumption that all galaxies
above the threshold evolve in a uniform way. If two galaxies
each with M > Mc,0 merge within time, t, then Mc,t < Mc,0,
as one would have to move further down the mass function to
count the same number of galaxies in the same volume. Such
mergers with both progenitors withM>Mc,0 would necessar-
ily have mass ratios of nearly 1:1 forMc ! 1011 M! due to the
steepness of the mass function. Finally, mass loss in galaxies
above Mc,0 after some time, t, will result inMc,t <Mc,0.
We show the evolution of Mc for the quiescent and star-

forming galaxy populations in Fig. 7, for a range of n(M >
Mc). We find that the stellar mass of quiescent galaxies with
logM/M! ! 11 at z = 2 increases by a factor of !2 by z = 0,
similar to the van Dokkum et al. (2010) value for the full sam-
ple not divided by color. Interestingly, the growth of Mc at
the highest masses slows with time, perhaps suggesting an in-
creased prevalence of dry, equal-mass mergers at these masses
since z = 1. The value of Mc for the star-forming galaxies
is nearly constant with redshift for all densities considered,
which is likely the result of tension between competing and
opposite effects: star-formation within the population and mi-
gration out of the star-forming and into the quiescent popula-
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Figure 8. Number density evolution of quiescent galaxies. The shaded regions are the same number densities and their uncertainties for quiescent galaxies as
in Fig. 6. The stars indicate the z = 0.1 measurement from Bell et al. (2003). The solid lines indicate the number density evolution produced by a very simple
calculation in which we assume that all quiescent galaxies grow in mass by a factor of two from z = 2 to z = 0 (§6.1).

tion.

6.2. Mergers versus truncation of star formation
We now construct a very simple empirical calculation to test

the hypothesis that the observed number density evolution of
quiescent galaxies is a result of growing the stellar mass of
individual galaxies by the factor of two measured from Fig. 7.
For the quiescent population, this growth should be dominated
by minor mergers since 1) these galaxies are not forming stars
at a high rate and 2) equal mass mergers are rare, at least
at the massive end, because the galaxies themselves are rel-
atively rare (see also van Dokkum et al. 2010). The shape of
the mass function ensures that there is a large number of low-
mass merger progenitors. Taking the Marchesini et al. (2009)
1.3< z< 2 function, we measure the change in number den-
sity in each mass bin that results from increasing all masses
by a factor of two. This is essentially taking the derivative of
the mass function at the indicated mass bins. Thus, the num-
ber density evolution for a given increase in stellar mass is
greatest in the mass bin where the mass function is steepest.
The density evolution that is implied by this calculation

is shown in Fig. 8, where we normalized the evolution the
density observed in the NMBS at z = 1. The modest as-
sumed growth of stellar mass in individual galaxies results
in a factor of 3 growth in the number density since z = 2
for the massive bin. This simple model can explain at least
!50% of the observed density growth in the massive bin,
suggesting that the growth in the number and mass densities
of these galaxies is dominated by (minor) mergers (see also
Hopkins et al. 2010; van Dokkum et al. 2010). The remaining
density growth of massive quiescent galaxies can likely be ex-
plained by transforming galaxies from the dusty star-forming
population, which is indeed required to avoid overproducing
massive star-forming galaxies, as in Fig. 4
By contrast, growing the stellar masses of individual quies-

cent galaxies by a factor of two can only account for 10–15%
of their observed number density evolution at lower masses.
If this modest mass growth within the less massive quiescent
population (e.g. due to red mergers) is insufficient to explain
the rapid increase of their number and mass densities, trans-
formation of galaxies from the star-forming to quiescent pop-
ulations is likely the dominant mechanism necessary to make

up the difference. This conclusion is further supported by the
lack of evolution of the number/mass densities andMc for the
star-forming population as seen in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.

6.3. Consequences of the massive, dusty galaxy population at
z> 1

The process by which galaxies transform from the star-
forming sequence to the quiescent sequence is unknown, but
at moderate and high stellar masses it can not be a simple
fading of blue, dust-free star forming galaxies to red, dust-
free quiescent galaxies. As noted earlier, the bimodal galaxy
population at z > 1 is not immediately apparent in the U !V
color-mass diagram because the star-forming and quiescent
galaxies have essentially identical red colors (Fig. 1). The
former, we have argued, are heavily reddened by dust. At no
point for z! 2 do we see a significant population of massive,
star-forming galaxies with un-reddened blue colors. This lack
of observed blue galaxies indicates that the dusty nature of
the massive star-forming galaxies we observe at z > 1 is not
likely to be a simple effect of the dust geometry—for example
that highly-inclined (blue) disks would have reddened colors
that would put them on the red sequence (e.g. Bailin & Harris
2008; Maller et al. 2009)—because the random orientation of
objects would show a range of obscuration at constant stellar
mass broader than that observed.
As a result, massive galaxies must leave the star-forming

sequence and eventually arrive on the quiescent sequence at
essentially the same U !V color. Although local early-type
galaxies are frequently observed to contain modest amounts
of dust (Kormendy & Djorgovski 1989), the dust does not ap-
pear to affect the overall optical colors of nearby red-sequence
galaxies to the dramatic extent that we find in the optical-
NIR SEDs of massive star-forming galaxies at z> 1 (see also
Whitaker et al. 2010). Therefore, dust must be destroyed or
the dust geometry needs to change during the process of of
transforming galaxies from the dusty star-forming sequence
to the quiescent red sequence. As these processes probably
operate on timescales similar to or longer than the timescale
of star formation quenching, one might expect an increase in
the amount of dust in the quiescent population with redshift.
Marchesini et al. (2010) do find that extremely massive galax-
ies at z > 3 in the NMBS have fairly strong Balmer/4000 Å
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6.2. Mergers versus truncation of star formation
We now construct a very simple empirical calculation to test

the hypothesis that the observed number density evolution of
quiescent galaxies is a result of growing the stellar mass of
individual galaxies by the factor of two measured from Fig. 7.
For the quiescent population, this growth should be dominated
by minor mergers since 1) these galaxies are not forming stars
at a high rate and 2) equal mass mergers are rare, at least
at the massive end, because the galaxies themselves are rel-
atively rare (see also van Dokkum et al. 2010). The shape of
the mass function ensures that there is a large number of low-
mass merger progenitors. Taking the Marchesini et al. (2009)
1.3< z< 2 function, we measure the change in number den-
sity in each mass bin that results from increasing all masses
by a factor of two. This is essentially taking the derivative of
the mass function at the indicated mass bins. Thus, the num-
ber density evolution for a given increase in stellar mass is
greatest in the mass bin where the mass function is steepest.
The density evolution that is implied by this calculation

is shown in Fig. 8, where we normalized the evolution the
density observed in the NMBS at z = 1. The modest as-
sumed growth of stellar mass in individual galaxies results
in a factor of 3 growth in the number density since z = 2
for the massive bin. This simple model can explain at least
!50% of the observed density growth in the massive bin,
suggesting that the growth in the number and mass densities
of these galaxies is dominated by (minor) mergers (see also
Hopkins et al. 2010; van Dokkum et al. 2010). The remaining
density growth of massive quiescent galaxies can likely be ex-
plained by transforming galaxies from the dusty star-forming
population, which is indeed required to avoid overproducing
massive star-forming galaxies, as in Fig. 4
By contrast, growing the stellar masses of individual quies-

cent galaxies by a factor of two can only account for 10–15%
of their observed number density evolution at lower masses.
If this modest mass growth within the less massive quiescent
population (e.g. due to red mergers) is insufficient to explain
the rapid increase of their number and mass densities, trans-
formation of galaxies from the star-forming to quiescent pop-
ulations is likely the dominant mechanism necessary to make

up the difference. This conclusion is further supported by the
lack of evolution of the number/mass densities andMc for the
star-forming population as seen in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.

6.3. Consequences of the massive, dusty galaxy population at
z> 1

The process by which galaxies transform from the star-
forming sequence to the quiescent sequence is unknown, but
at moderate and high stellar masses it can not be a simple
fading of blue, dust-free star forming galaxies to red, dust-
free quiescent galaxies. As noted earlier, the bimodal galaxy
population at z > 1 is not immediately apparent in the U !V
color-mass diagram because the star-forming and quiescent
galaxies have essentially identical red colors (Fig. 1). The
former, we have argued, are heavily reddened by dust. At no
point for z! 2 do we see a significant population of massive,
star-forming galaxies with un-reddened blue colors. This lack
of observed blue galaxies indicates that the dusty nature of
the massive star-forming galaxies we observe at z > 1 is not
likely to be a simple effect of the dust geometry—for example
that highly-inclined (blue) disks would have reddened colors
that would put them on the red sequence (e.g. Bailin & Harris
2008; Maller et al. 2009)—because the random orientation of
objects would show a range of obscuration at constant stellar
mass broader than that observed.
As a result, massive galaxies must leave the star-forming

sequence and eventually arrive on the quiescent sequence at
essentially the same U !V color. Although local early-type
galaxies are frequently observed to contain modest amounts
of dust (Kormendy & Djorgovski 1989), the dust does not ap-
pear to affect the overall optical colors of nearby red-sequence
galaxies to the dramatic extent that we find in the optical-
NIR SEDs of massive star-forming galaxies at z> 1 (see also
Whitaker et al. 2010). Therefore, dust must be destroyed or
the dust geometry needs to change during the process of of
transforming galaxies from the dusty star-forming sequence
to the quiescent red sequence. As these processes probably
operate on timescales similar to or longer than the timescale
of star formation quenching, one might expect an increase in
the amount of dust in the quiescent population with redshift.
Marchesini et al. (2010) do find that extremely massive galax-
ies at z > 3 in the NMBS have fairly strong Balmer/4000 Å
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• The cores of massive, quiescent galaxies are compact at z=2.0

• “inside-out” growth of the outer envelopes
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Figure 5. Top panels: stacked images of galaxies with constant number density in four redshift bins. Each image is 24!! " 24!!. The images reach surface brightness
levels of #28.5 AB mag arcsec$2, and correspond to #3000 hr of total exposure time on a 4 m class telescope. Middle panels: deconvolved stacks, highlighting the
fact that the radial extent of the low surface brightness emission decreases with redshift. Broken (solid) contours show the radii where the flux is 5% (0.5%) of the
peak flux. The 5% contour is similar at all redshifts, but the 0.5% contour evolves rapidly. Bottom panels: radial surface brightness profiles, normalized to the peak
flux in the original stacks. Observed profiles are shown in blue, deconvolved profiles in red. The black curve is for stacked images of stars. The galaxies are resolved
at all redshifts, and are progressively smaller at higher redshifts.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

tens of effective radii for high-redshift galaxies. In practice, the
average value of pixels with r > 75 kpc is subtracted from each
of the stacks. This procedure is very robust; bootstrapping the
stacks (see Section 3.3) shows that the uncertainty in the back-
ground correction is only a few percent. Finally, the images are
divided by the total flux in the image. The final stacks therefore
have a total flux of 1 within a 75 kpc radius aperture and a mean
flux of zero outside of this aperture.

3.2. Surface Brightness Profiles

The observed stacks are shown in the top panels of Figure 5.
There are no obvious residuals in the background, thanks to
the aggressive masking. The images are very deep: the surface
brightness profiles can be traced to levels of #28.5 AB mag
arcsec$2 in the observed frame. For the z = 0.6 stack, these
levels are reached at radii of #70 kpc (#10!!); as we show later
this corresponds to #10 effective radii. The depth is slightly
larger for the z = 0.6 and z = 1.1 stacks than for the higher
redshift stacks: the Jx-band images are deeper than the Hx- and
K-band data when expressed in AB magnitudes, and the ellipse
fitting routine averages over more pixels for the low-redshift
galaxies as they are more extended (as we show later).

The stellar PSF is fairly broad in this study, with a full width
at half-maximum (FWHM) of %1.!!1, and we first investigate
whether the observed stacks are resolved at this resolution.
Radial surface brightness profiles of the stacked images are
shown in blue in the bottom panels of Figure 5. Black curves
show the profiles of stacked images of stars, derived from the
same data. The stars were identified based on their colors (see
K. Whitaker et al. 2010, in preparation) in a narrow magnitude
range similar to the galaxies in the sample. They were shifted,
masked, visually inspected, averaged, and normalized in the
same way as the galaxy images. The galaxy profiles and the
stellar profiles were normalized to a peak flux of 1. The
blue curves are broader than the black curves at all redshifts,
demonstrating that the galaxies are resolved.

To investigate the behavior of the galaxy profiles with red-
shift the stacks were deconvolved using carefully constructed
PSFs. The PSFs were created by averaging images of bright
unsaturated stars, masking companion objects. The COSMOS
and AEGIS fields have slightly different PSFs; for each stack a
separate PSF was constructed using the appropriate filters and
appropriately weighting the PSFs of the two fields. As a test, we
repeated the analysis using the stacked stellar images described
above. Differences were small and not systematic; the differ-

z = 0.6 z = 1.1 z = 1.6 z = 2.0

van Dokkum et al. (2010) − NMBS
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Figure 8. Evolution in the radius–mass plane. Our data are consistent with
measurements for individual galaxies of the same masses and redshifts in the
FIREWORKS CDF-South survey of Wuyts et al. (2008) and Franx et al. (2008)
(open circles). Our z = 0 point from the OBEY survey (Tal et al. 2009) is
consistent with data from Virgo ellipticals by Kormendy et al. (2009) and a
recent determination of the mass–size relation in the SDSS (Guo et al. 2009).
The evolution in effective radius is stronger than in mass: the solid line is a fit of
the form re ! M2.04. The dashed line is the expected evolution of the effective
radius for inside-out growth, calculated using Equation (7) and the measured
value of the Sersic index n at each redshift.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

particularly the definition of total mass (Equation (2)), leads
to subtle and redshift-dependent correlations of the errors. The
inset in Figure 7 shows individual measurements of re and n
from the bootstrapped stacks. Correlations exist but they are not
sufficiently large to influence our results. The lines are fits to
the data of the form

re = 13.2 " (1 + z)#1.27 (4)

and
n = 6.0 " (1 + z)#0.95. (5)

The formal errors in these relations are small and the scatter in
the residuals is small: 0.029 in log re and 0.015 in log n. Together
with Equations (1) and (2), these expressions provide a complete
description of the evolution of the stellar mass in galaxies with
a number density of 2 " 10#4 Mpc#3, as a function of redshift
and radius.

The evolution in the effective radius is a factor of $4,
whereas the mass evolves by a factor of $2. The evolution
in the familiar radius–mass diagram (see, e.g., Trujillo et al.
2007) is shown in Figure 8. The solid line is a fit to the
OBEY and NMBS data; the slope implies that re ! M2.04.
In addition to the OBEY data, we show the mass–size rela-
tion for massive early-type galaxies from Guo et al. (2009;
Sloan Digital Sky Survey, hereafter SDSS) and the average
of four Virgo ellipticals from Kormendy et al. (2009; see
Appendix D). The z = 0 data are in good agreement with each
other and also with an extrapolation of the NMBS data to lower
redshift. Open circles show the median sizes of galaxies in the
GOODS CDF-South field, as determined by the FIREWORKS

Figure 9. Comparison of the mass contained within a fixed radius of 5 kpc (red
curve) to the mass at larger radii (blue curve), as a function of redshift. Error
bars are 95% confidence limits derived from bootstrapping. The total mass is
shown in black. Galaxies with number density n = 2 " 10#4 Mpc#3 have a
nearly constant mass in the central regions. The factor of %2 increase in total
mass since z = 2 is driven by the addition of stars at radii >5 kpc.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

survey (Wuyts et al. 2008; Franx et al. 2008). The CDF-South
is a much smaller field (by a factor of >10), but the imaging
data is of very high quality (see Franx et al. 2008). The CDF-
South data are in excellent agreement with our results, although
we note that the uncertainties are large as there are only 10–15
galaxies in each of the bins. Finally, we note that the sizes of
the z = 2 galaxies are a factor of $3 larger than the median of
nine quiescent galaxies at z = 2.3 (van Dokkum et al. 2008).
The reason is that we include all galaxies in the analysis, not
just quiescent ones, and as is well-known star-forming galaxies
are significantly larger than quiescent galaxies (e.g., Toft et al.
2007; Zirm et al. 2007; Franx et al. 2008; Kriek et al. 2009a).

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Inside-out Growth

As demonstrated in Sections 2.2 and 3, galaxies with a
space density of 2 " 10#4 M& Mpc#3 increased their mass
by a factor of %2 since z = 2, apparently mostly by adding
stars at large radii. The radial dependence of the evolution
can be assessed by integrating the deprojected density profiles
of the galaxies. Following Ciotti (1991), the surface density
profiles were converted to mass density profiles using an Abel
transformation. The mass in the central regions can then be
determined by integrating these mass density profiles from zero
to a fixed physical radius (see Bezanson et al. 2009). Bezanson
et al. (2009) used a radius of 1 kpc, which corresponds to the
typical effective radii of quiescent galaxies at z $ 2.3. In our
data 1 kpc corresponds to a small fraction of a single pixel, and
we use a fixed radius of 5 kpc instead.

The evolution of the mass within 5 kpc is shown in Figure 9
by the red datapoints. Errors were determined from 500 boot-
strapped realizations of the stacks. Also shown are the evolution
of the total mass and the evolution of the mass outside a fixed
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radius of 5 kpc. Note that each of the stacks is normalized to
give exactly the total mass of Equation (1); the total mass has
therefore no error bar in Figure 9 and the error bars on the red
and blue data points are directly coupled. The mass within a
fixed aperture of 5 kpc is approximately constant with redshift
at !1010.9 M", whereas the mass at r > 5 kpc has increased by
a factor of #4 since z = 2.

It is interesting to consider the expected evolution of galaxies
in the radius–mass diagram (Figure 8) in this context. As
discussed in, e.g., Bezanson et al. (2009) and Naab et al.
(2009), the change in radius for a given change in mass provides
important information on the physical mechanism for growth.
Major mergers are expected to result in a roughly linear relation,
d log(re)/d log(M) # 1, whereas minor mergers could give
values closer to 2. There is, however, also a simple geometrical
effect resulting from the shape of the Sersic profile and the
definition of the effective radius. If mass is added to a galaxy,
the effective radius has to change so that it still encompasses 50%
of the total mass. If the added mass is small and at r $ re the
form of the density profile at r ! re will not change appreciably,
even in projection. The change in effective radius for a given
change in mass is then simply the inverse of the derivative of
the enclosed mass profile,

d log(r)
d log(M)

=
!

d log
"# r

0 2!r!(r)dr
$

d log r

%%1

, (6)

evaluated at r = re. Numerically solving Equation (6) gives a
simple relation between the Sersic index n and the change in
effective radius for a given change in mass:

d log(re)
d log(M)

! 3.56 log(n + 3.09) % 1.22. (7)

This relation is accurate to 0.01 dex for 1 ! n ! 6.
Equation (7) implies that the effective radius increases ap-

proximately linearly with mass if the projected density follows
an exponential profile, but that re & M1.8 for a de Veaucouleurs
profile with n = 4. This in turn implies that strong evolution in
the measured projected effective radius can be expected in all
inside-out growth scenarios irrespective of the physical mech-
anism that is responsible for that growth, unless the projected
density profiles are close to exponential. The predicted change
in re as a function of mass based on Equation (7) is indicated
with a dashed line in Figure 8, calculated using the measured
values of n at each redshift. As might have been expected, the
line closely follows the observed data points.

4.2. Star Formation versus Mergers

Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
growth of massive galaxies. The simplest is star formation,
which can be expected to play an important role at higher
redshifts as a large fraction of massive galaxies at z # 2 have
high star formation rates (e.g., van Dokkum et al. 2004; Papovich
et al. 2006). Franx et al. (2008) expressed the evolution in terms
of surface density, and found that many galaxies with the (high)
surface densities of z = 0 early-type galaxies were forming stars
at z = 1–2. However, the old stellar ages of the most massive
early-type galaxies (e.g., Thomas et al. 2005; van Dokkum &
van der Marel 2007) and the existence of apparently “red and
dead” galaxies with small sizes at z = 1.5–2.5 (e.g., Cimatti
et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2008) suggest that at least some
of the growth is due to (“dry”) mergers. Growth by mergers

Figure 10. Growth rate of the galaxies as a function of redshift, in M" yr%1.
The net growth rate, derived from the mass evolution at fixed number density,
is indicated with the black line. The shaded region indicates the 1" uncertainty
(see Section 2.2). Blue points with error bars show the average star formation
rate of the galaxies in each of the stacks, as derived from fits of stellar population
synthesis models to their SEDs. Star formation can account for most or all of
the observed growth at z = 1.5–2, but not for the continued growth at lower
redshifts.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

is expected in "CDM galaxy formation models (e.g., De Lucia
et al. 2006), and could be effective in growing the outer envelope
of elliptical galaxies (Naab et al. 2007, 2009; Bezanson et al.
2009).

We can assess the contributions of star formation and mergers
to the assembly of the outer parts of massive galaxies as we
have independent measurements of the total mass growth and
the growth due to star formation. The solid line in Figure 10
shows the measured net mass growth (Equation (1)) expressed
in M" yr%1. Galaxies with a number density of 2'10%4 Mpc%3

have added mass to their outer regions at a net rate that declined
from !30 M" yr%1 at z = 2 to !10 M" yr%1 today.

The net mass growth is determined by a combination of mass
growth due to star formation, mass growth due to mergers, and
mass loss due to winds:

Ṁnet = ṀSFR + Ṁmergers % Ṁwinds. (8)

The blue points in Figure 10 show the mean star formation rate
ṀSFR of the galaxies that enter each of the stacks. The star
formation rates were determined from fits of stellar population
synthesis models to the observed SEDs of the individual
galaxies (see Section 2.1). The error bars were determined from
bootstrapping and do not include systematic uncertainties. As
is well known, uncertainties in the star formation histories,
dust content and distribution, the IMF, and other effects can
easily introduce systematic errors of a factor of #2 in the star
formation rates, particularly at high redshift (see, e.g., Reddy
et al. 2008; Wuyts et al. 2009; Muzzin et al. 2009a). The average
star formation rate is similar to the net growth rate at z = 1.5–2
but significantly smaller at later times. We infer that the growth
of the outer parts of massive galaxies is not due to a single
process but due to a combination of star formation and mergers.

van Dokkum et al. (2010) − NMBS
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Figure 8. Evolution in the radius–mass plane. Our data are consistent with
measurements for individual galaxies of the same masses and redshifts in the
FIREWORKS CDF-South survey of Wuyts et al. (2008) and Franx et al. (2008)
(open circles). Our z = 0 point from the OBEY survey (Tal et al. 2009) is
consistent with data from Virgo ellipticals by Kormendy et al. (2009) and a
recent determination of the mass–size relation in the SDSS (Guo et al. 2009).
The evolution in effective radius is stronger than in mass: the solid line is a fit of
the form re ! M2.04. The dashed line is the expected evolution of the effective
radius for inside-out growth, calculated using Equation (7) and the measured
value of the Sersic index n at each redshift.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

particularly the definition of total mass (Equation (2)), leads
to subtle and redshift-dependent correlations of the errors. The
inset in Figure 7 shows individual measurements of re and n
from the bootstrapped stacks. Correlations exist but they are not
sufficiently large to influence our results. The lines are fits to
the data of the form

re = 13.2 " (1 + z)#1.27 (4)

and
n = 6.0 " (1 + z)#0.95. (5)

The formal errors in these relations are small and the scatter in
the residuals is small: 0.029 in log re and 0.015 in log n. Together
with Equations (1) and (2), these expressions provide a complete
description of the evolution of the stellar mass in galaxies with
a number density of 2 " 10#4 Mpc#3, as a function of redshift
and radius.

The evolution in the effective radius is a factor of $4,
whereas the mass evolves by a factor of $2. The evolution
in the familiar radius–mass diagram (see, e.g., Trujillo et al.
2007) is shown in Figure 8. The solid line is a fit to the
OBEY and NMBS data; the slope implies that re ! M2.04.
In addition to the OBEY data, we show the mass–size rela-
tion for massive early-type galaxies from Guo et al. (2009;
Sloan Digital Sky Survey, hereafter SDSS) and the average
of four Virgo ellipticals from Kormendy et al. (2009; see
Appendix D). The z = 0 data are in good agreement with each
other and also with an extrapolation of the NMBS data to lower
redshift. Open circles show the median sizes of galaxies in the
GOODS CDF-South field, as determined by the FIREWORKS

Figure 9. Comparison of the mass contained within a fixed radius of 5 kpc (red
curve) to the mass at larger radii (blue curve), as a function of redshift. Error
bars are 95% confidence limits derived from bootstrapping. The total mass is
shown in black. Galaxies with number density n = 2 " 10#4 Mpc#3 have a
nearly constant mass in the central regions. The factor of %2 increase in total
mass since z = 2 is driven by the addition of stars at radii >5 kpc.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

survey (Wuyts et al. 2008; Franx et al. 2008). The CDF-South
is a much smaller field (by a factor of >10), but the imaging
data is of very high quality (see Franx et al. 2008). The CDF-
South data are in excellent agreement with our results, although
we note that the uncertainties are large as there are only 10–15
galaxies in each of the bins. Finally, we note that the sizes of
the z = 2 galaxies are a factor of $3 larger than the median of
nine quiescent galaxies at z = 2.3 (van Dokkum et al. 2008).
The reason is that we include all galaxies in the analysis, not
just quiescent ones, and as is well-known star-forming galaxies
are significantly larger than quiescent galaxies (e.g., Toft et al.
2007; Zirm et al. 2007; Franx et al. 2008; Kriek et al. 2009a).

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Inside-out Growth

As demonstrated in Sections 2.2 and 3, galaxies with a
space density of 2 " 10#4 M& Mpc#3 increased their mass
by a factor of %2 since z = 2, apparently mostly by adding
stars at large radii. The radial dependence of the evolution
can be assessed by integrating the deprojected density profiles
of the galaxies. Following Ciotti (1991), the surface density
profiles were converted to mass density profiles using an Abel
transformation. The mass in the central regions can then be
determined by integrating these mass density profiles from zero
to a fixed physical radius (see Bezanson et al. 2009). Bezanson
et al. (2009) used a radius of 1 kpc, which corresponds to the
typical effective radii of quiescent galaxies at z $ 2.3. In our
data 1 kpc corresponds to a small fraction of a single pixel, and
we use a fixed radius of 5 kpc instead.

The evolution of the mass within 5 kpc is shown in Figure 9
by the red datapoints. Errors were determined from 500 boot-
strapped realizations of the stacks. Also shown are the evolution
of the total mass and the evolution of the mass outside a fixed
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radius of 5 kpc. Note that each of the stacks is normalized to
give exactly the total mass of Equation (1); the total mass has
therefore no error bar in Figure 9 and the error bars on the red
and blue data points are directly coupled. The mass within a
fixed aperture of 5 kpc is approximately constant with redshift
at !1010.9 M", whereas the mass at r > 5 kpc has increased by
a factor of #4 since z = 2.

It is interesting to consider the expected evolution of galaxies
in the radius–mass diagram (Figure 8) in this context. As
discussed in, e.g., Bezanson et al. (2009) and Naab et al.
(2009), the change in radius for a given change in mass provides
important information on the physical mechanism for growth.
Major mergers are expected to result in a roughly linear relation,
d log(re)/d log(M) # 1, whereas minor mergers could give
values closer to 2. There is, however, also a simple geometrical
effect resulting from the shape of the Sersic profile and the
definition of the effective radius. If mass is added to a galaxy,
the effective radius has to change so that it still encompasses 50%
of the total mass. If the added mass is small and at r $ re the
form of the density profile at r ! re will not change appreciably,
even in projection. The change in effective radius for a given
change in mass is then simply the inverse of the derivative of
the enclosed mass profile,
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evaluated at r = re. Numerically solving Equation (6) gives a
simple relation between the Sersic index n and the change in
effective radius for a given change in mass:
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! 3.56 log(n + 3.09) % 1.22. (7)

This relation is accurate to 0.01 dex for 1 ! n ! 6.
Equation (7) implies that the effective radius increases ap-

proximately linearly with mass if the projected density follows
an exponential profile, but that re & M1.8 for a de Veaucouleurs
profile with n = 4. This in turn implies that strong evolution in
the measured projected effective radius can be expected in all
inside-out growth scenarios irrespective of the physical mech-
anism that is responsible for that growth, unless the projected
density profiles are close to exponential. The predicted change
in re as a function of mass based on Equation (7) is indicated
with a dashed line in Figure 8, calculated using the measured
values of n at each redshift. As might have been expected, the
line closely follows the observed data points.

4.2. Star Formation versus Mergers

Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
growth of massive galaxies. The simplest is star formation,
which can be expected to play an important role at higher
redshifts as a large fraction of massive galaxies at z # 2 have
high star formation rates (e.g., van Dokkum et al. 2004; Papovich
et al. 2006). Franx et al. (2008) expressed the evolution in terms
of surface density, and found that many galaxies with the (high)
surface densities of z = 0 early-type galaxies were forming stars
at z = 1–2. However, the old stellar ages of the most massive
early-type galaxies (e.g., Thomas et al. 2005; van Dokkum &
van der Marel 2007) and the existence of apparently “red and
dead” galaxies with small sizes at z = 1.5–2.5 (e.g., Cimatti
et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2008) suggest that at least some
of the growth is due to (“dry”) mergers. Growth by mergers

Figure 10. Growth rate of the galaxies as a function of redshift, in M" yr%1.
The net growth rate, derived from the mass evolution at fixed number density,
is indicated with the black line. The shaded region indicates the 1" uncertainty
(see Section 2.2). Blue points with error bars show the average star formation
rate of the galaxies in each of the stacks, as derived from fits of stellar population
synthesis models to their SEDs. Star formation can account for most or all of
the observed growth at z = 1.5–2, but not for the continued growth at lower
redshifts.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

is expected in "CDM galaxy formation models (e.g., De Lucia
et al. 2006), and could be effective in growing the outer envelope
of elliptical galaxies (Naab et al. 2007, 2009; Bezanson et al.
2009).

We can assess the contributions of star formation and mergers
to the assembly of the outer parts of massive galaxies as we
have independent measurements of the total mass growth and
the growth due to star formation. The solid line in Figure 10
shows the measured net mass growth (Equation (1)) expressed
in M" yr%1. Galaxies with a number density of 2'10%4 Mpc%3

have added mass to their outer regions at a net rate that declined
from !30 M" yr%1 at z = 2 to !10 M" yr%1 today.

The net mass growth is determined by a combination of mass
growth due to star formation, mass growth due to mergers, and
mass loss due to winds:

Ṁnet = ṀSFR + Ṁmergers % Ṁwinds. (8)

The blue points in Figure 10 show the mean star formation rate
ṀSFR of the galaxies that enter each of the stacks. The star
formation rates were determined from fits of stellar population
synthesis models to the observed SEDs of the individual
galaxies (see Section 2.1). The error bars were determined from
bootstrapping and do not include systematic uncertainties. As
is well known, uncertainties in the star formation histories,
dust content and distribution, the IMF, and other effects can
easily introduce systematic errors of a factor of #2 in the star
formation rates, particularly at high redshift (see, e.g., Reddy
et al. 2008; Wuyts et al. 2009; Muzzin et al. 2009a). The average
star formation rate is similar to the net growth rate at z = 1.5–2
but significantly smaller at later times. We infer that the growth
of the outer parts of massive galaxies is not due to a single
process but due to a combination of star formation and mergers.

van Dokkum et al. (2010) − NMBS



Conclusions

• The galaxy color bimodality is in place at least up to z=2.2.

• But it is only apparent after correcting the rest-frame U-V colors for 
dust, since all massive (log M/M⊙ >10.5) galaxies are red at z>1.5, but 
many (~half) are dusty.

• The massive, quiescent galaxy population grows smoothly, but 
significantly, from z=2

• Individual galaxies at log M/M⊙ >10.5-11 grow in stellar mass by a factor 
of ~2, with the added mass added primarily to their outer envelopes

• These results for large statistical samples are robust due to precise 
photo-zs and well-sampled SEDs from 0.1—24μm.



HST Grism spectra: 1.1-1.6μm at R~150 

• 3D-HST Survey (see Erica Nelson’s talk)

• Rest-frame optical spectroscopy of 9000 
galaxies at 1 < z < 3
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3. HST WFC3 GRISM SPECTROSCOPY
The field was observed with the G102 and G141 grisms, pro-
viding continuous wavelength coverage from 0.8–1.7µm for
all objects in the 2!! 2! WFC3/IR field of view. Each grism
image has a total integration time of 4212 s, divided over four
dithered exposures in two orbits. We reduced the grism ob-
servations and extracted spectra using a combination of stan-
dard pyraf tasks (e.g., multidrizzle), the aXe package
(Kümmel et al. 2009), and custom scripts to improve back-
ground subtraction and optimize the extraction apertures (see,
e.g., Pirzkal et al. 2004). The wavelength calibration and
extraction apertures for G102 and G141 are based on undis-
persed images in Y098 and H140 respectively. These direct im-
ages were obtained at the same dither positions as the dis-
persed data.
The grism spectrum of FW-4871 is shown in Fig. 3; it is

of very high quality with S/N" 90 per 47Å pixel at 1.2µm.
The galaxy has strong H!, H", and H# absorption lines, and
a pronounced Balmer break. The redshift z = 1.902± 0.002.
The [O III] lines are undetected; the upper limit on their rest-
frame equivalent width is ! 2Å. Note that these lines (and
H!) are completely inaccessible from the ground, as they fall
in between the J and H atmospheric windows. The average
rest-frame equivalent width of H!, H", and H# is 8 Å±1Å,
which implies that a post-starburst population dominates the
rest-frame optical light.
We fitted the spectrum with Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stel-

lar population synthesis models (see, e.g., Kriek et al. 2009).
Good fits are obtained for populations with low star forma-
tion rates at the epoch of observation but relatively young
luminosity-weighted ages (" 0.5Gyr), combined with a mod-
erate amount of dust (AV # 1). Adopting simple top-hat star
formation histories, we find that the data can be fit with an
extreme burst of # 5000M" yr!1 at z # 2.2 (purple), or with
a star formation rate of# 500M" yr!1 sustained over# 1Gyr
(orange). In the latter model the star formation truncated
only 150Myr prior to the epoch of observation, comparable to
the dynamical time at the distance of the companion galaxy.
Models with less dust and higher luminosity-weighted ages
do not fit the spectrum well as they have stronger CaH+K and
weaker H# absorption than is observed; as an example, the red
model in Fig. 3 has a luminosity-weighted age of 1Gyr and
AV = 0.3 and is a poor fit to the spectrum. Scaling the models
to the total magnitudes given in Wuyts et al. (2008) we find
that the stellar mass of FW-4871 is (4± 1)! 1011 M" for a
Chabrier (2003) IMF.
We also extracted a spectrum of the companion galaxy from

the grism data, even though it is quite faint at H = 22.4. As
can be seen in Fig. 3 we clearly detect the continuum, thanks
to the low background from space and the lack of sky lines.
The galaxy has a continuum break in the same wavelength
region as FW-4871 and shows oxygen lines and H! in emis-
sion. Its redshift of z = 1.898±0.003 is consistent with that of
FW-4871, demonstrating that the two are associated. Assum-
ing that the H! emission is due to star formation we derive a
star formation rate of order 5 ! 10M" yr!1 (Kennicutt 1998,
for AV = 1! 2mag). Interestingly, the spectrum of the com-
panion galaxy is redder than that of FW-4871, although this
is difficult to quantify due to contamination of its spectrum
from a nearby object. This may be caused by dust and/or the
presence of an old stellar population.

FIG. 3.— HST/WFC3 G102 and G141 grism spectra of FW-4871
and its companion. The spectrum of FW-4871 is dominated by A
stars, and shows prominent Balmer absorption lines. The orange and
purple lines are stellar populations with a luminosity-weighted age
of 0.5Gyr, AV ! 1, and a redshift z = 1.902. The data are consistent
with a short, intense burst at z = 2.2 or a more extended star formation
history. The red model has a luminosity-weighted age of 1 Gyr and
less dust; this model can be ruled out. The feature at 1.51µm is a
contaminating emission line from an unrelated galaxy. The spectrum
of FW-4887 also shows a continuum break, along with emission lines
of [O II]!3727, H", and [O III]!4959,5007 at approximately the
same redshift as FW-4871.

4. STRUCTURE AND SPATIALLY-RESOLVED
SPECTROSCOPY

As discussed in § 1, massive quiescent galaxies at z # 2 typ-
ically have very small sizes. Despite its spiral arms this is
also the case for FW-4871, as most of its light comes from
a compact core. We quantified this by fitting Sersic (1968)
models to the H160 image using galfit (Peng et al. 2002).
Other objects in the field, including the companion galaxy,
were masked in the fit. The fit and the residuals are shown
in Fig. 4. The asymmetric spiral pattern is a striking feature
in the residual image. The best-fit Sersic index n = 3.7± 0.3
and the best-fit effective radius re = 0.!!25±0.!!03, correspond-
ing to 2.1± 0.3 kpc. The formal errors are very small; the
quoted uncertainties indicate the full range of solutions ob-
tained when using different stars in the field as PSFs, but do
not include other sources of systematic error.
The S/N of the grism data is sufficiently high that we can
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Chabrier (2003) IMF.
We also extracted a spectrum of the companion galaxy from

the grism data, even though it is quite faint at H = 22.4. As
can be seen in Fig. 3 we clearly detect the continuum, thanks
to the low background from space and the lack of sky lines.
The galaxy has a continuum break in the same wavelength
region as FW-4871 and shows oxygen lines and H! in emis-
sion. Its redshift of z = 1.898±0.003 is consistent with that of
FW-4871, demonstrating that the two are associated. Assum-
ing that the H! emission is due to star formation we derive a
star formation rate of order 5 ! 10M" yr!1 (Kennicutt 1998,
for AV = 1! 2mag). Interestingly, the spectrum of the com-
panion galaxy is redder than that of FW-4871, although this
is difficult to quantify due to contamination of its spectrum
from a nearby object. This may be caused by dust and/or the
presence of an old stellar population.

FIG. 3.— HST/WFC3 G102 and G141 grism spectra of FW-4871
and its companion. The spectrum of FW-4871 is dominated by A
stars, and shows prominent Balmer absorption lines. The orange and
purple lines are stellar populations with a luminosity-weighted age
of 0.5Gyr, AV ! 1, and a redshift z = 1.902. The data are consistent
with a short, intense burst at z = 2.2 or a more extended star formation
history. The red model has a luminosity-weighted age of 1 Gyr and
less dust; this model can be ruled out. The feature at 1.51µm is a
contaminating emission line from an unrelated galaxy. The spectrum
of FW-4887 also shows a continuum break, along with emission lines
of [O II]!3727, H", and [O III]!4959,5007 at approximately the
same redshift as FW-4871.

4. STRUCTURE AND SPATIALLY-RESOLVED
SPECTROSCOPY

As discussed in § 1, massive quiescent galaxies at z # 2 typ-
ically have very small sizes. Despite its spiral arms this is
also the case for FW-4871, as most of its light comes from
a compact core. We quantified this by fitting Sersic (1968)
models to the H160 image using galfit (Peng et al. 2002).
Other objects in the field, including the companion galaxy,
were masked in the fit. The fit and the residuals are shown
in Fig. 4. The asymmetric spiral pattern is a striking feature
in the residual image. The best-fit Sersic index n = 3.7± 0.3
and the best-fit effective radius re = 0.!!25±0.!!03, correspond-
ing to 2.1± 0.3 kpc. The formal errors are very small; the
quoted uncertainties indicate the full range of solutions ob-
tained when using different stars in the field as PSFs, but do
not include other sources of systematic error.
The S/N of the grism data is sufficiently high that we can
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A blessing and a curse: 
you get a spectrum of everything!

•  GN20, SMG z=4.055 (Daddi et al. 2009, J. Hodge’s talk)

• Emission line at 1.42 μm = MgII 2800 @ z=4.055
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